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million ·administrators may fade away_

There are certain issues which consistently occupy space and comment in the Guardian. In looking
back we discovered this isn't a recent phenomena, but one which dates from the beginning. We
picked
two such issues which seem especially timeless (and especially annoying to students). So, with apologies
to contenders like student govt, card playing, Guardian objectivity, and that perennial
fa~orite ... administrat ion decisions ....

• •

Saga arrives at WSU, Allyn opens
(from March 2, 1967)

Nearly 850 students, faculty
and
administra tion passed
through the cafeteria line last
Monday , on the first day of its
operation, according to Marvin
Needles, manager.
"I had no way of estimating
how many students would be
here the first day " said Needles,
who operates the concession for

Saga Food service
The cafeteria will open at 7: 30
a.m and offer short order
breakfast service of eggs,
sausage, toast, coffee, rolls and
donuts.
During the lunch period,
11-1:30 pm. t he cafeteria will
serve . a plate lunch which
includes meat, potato or rice , a
vegetable, roll and a beverage.

Hamburgers, hot dogs, other
sandwiches as well as pizza may
be ordered he said. The plate
lunch will be different each day
but will be served during both
the lunch and dinner hours.
"This particular operation is
unique,'' said Needles, ' I think
it is the only combination
cafeteria and snack bar that Saga
operates.

Gold ing deni es park ing fee plan ned
(from October 14, 1968)
Zimmerman and five other
President Golding went before interested students met with
the Student Senate at a meeting Golding to ask permission to
on August 11 and received an present the petition to the
informal 'consensus" from the board
Senators present that "Wright
"Golding refused permission
State should charge for because he said the issue would
parking'
Preside nt
Golding
·subsequent ly was quoted in the
(from October 14,1 970)
Dayton Daily News that he
"The parking fees deadline will
would have a "specific proposal"
concerning a parking fee for the be extended until November
Board of Trui;tees meeting on first due to the fact students
didn't receive the letter sent out
August 25.
Jon Brazelton, 093000, and to them explaining the fee,"
President Golding
Dave Zimmerman , 988588, stated
reacted to this news by drafting Monday.
a petition against parking fees
(from October 14, 1970)
and getting over 1000 signatures
We want Golding. We want
on it. The petition was signed by
-=-----~--faculty and
vv;:;u employees
as ~!~· ~ We.. want Golding
well as students of the chanted an enormous (by WSU
standards) crowd in the Upper
University.
"We tried to get some facts on Hearth Lounge of the University
this (parking) proposal before Center last Friday.
Amid a few claps and
we
began
the petition,"
boos, Golding
Brazelton said, "but President thundering
Golding was on vacation in the quipped, "Dead or . alive?"
Bahamas and a meeting with "Anyway we can get him,"
Fred White (WSU Business retorted a student. "What would
Manager) on September 10 did you like to talk about?" asked
nothing to allay the impression Golding.
He needn't have
asked--the walls reverberated
that new fees were coming."
The day before the Board of with a thundering "Parking
Trustees meeting Brazelton and Fee!"
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A special meeting was called
by the President Monday Oct.
12 after his meeting with
students Friday, Oct. 9 where
he
learned
of student
dissatisfaction with the parking
fee. Present at the meeting
Monday to discuss deferring
payment were
President
Golding, Vice President of
student services Pollock, Mr.
Grewe, safety director, Ken
Davenport, assistant Dean of
Students and Doug Campbell,
student body president.
Golding explained that in all
fairness to the students who
didn't receive the letter and
possibly didn't have the $20, the
fee should be deferred. His
solution was that students pay
$7 .50 this quarter before Nov. 1
and
$12.50 at winter
registration.
'My reason for wanting
payment of some kind this
quarter is so those who already
paid will not feel it was in vain,
those going only one quarter will
pay.
Both Pollock and Campbell
commented to this that it
showed the administrati on was
trying to help students and they
aren't as callous as everyone
thinks.
To end the meeting, Dr.
Golding recalled the need for the
fee: "We are running out of
money."

Since the parking fee was instituted in the fall of 1970 parking
tickets have become the favorite form of communica tion at WSU,
and the Guardian has run innumerable pictures of tickets, towing,
etc. This example from the University Center parking lot dates from
pre-1972 (note the old style security uniforms).

Park ing resistanc e dies
BY JAN DAGLEY
(from November 4, 1970)

The famous WSU Parking Fee
Resistance Movement died with
hardly a sound on Friday, Oct.
30, the deadline date for buying
parking stickers. A few students
attended a last-minute "rally" at
1 p.m. but there were only
about 20 people in attendance,
and most were there only to join
whatever might have been
happening. Since nothing was
happening, they ~eft.
The remaining diehards of the
movement decided to hold the
rally outside on the quad instead
of in Oelman Auditorium , as had
been planned Once outside,
they held a short discussion in
which they unanimousl y decided
that the whole thing was a waste
of time, since "nobody cares,
anyway." They were advised by
one student that there were
ways to get around paying the
parking fee if they really didn't
want to Several of the ideas
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were interesting but few people
were willing to try them.
After about f.ive minutes of
semi-silen ce,
the group
disbanded to wait for that
far-off day when somebody will
care before it's too late.

WSU plans
beer sales
By: Jim Glaser
Guardian Staff Writer
(from April 16, 1969)

The Student Center Board met
on Wednesday, April 23.
Discussions focused upon the
potential sale of })eer on campus
and
the formation
of
committees.
Mr. Atwater, Director of
Institutional Research, provided
council concerning the future
sale of beer. The Center Board is
now establishing policies for its
sale. Applicatio n for a
permanent permit has been
made.
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not be coming up," Zimmerman
said.
However, at the Board meeting
President Golding charged that
the adverse publicity regarding
parking fees was not based on all
the facts.

Beer-Wine-Party Supplies
And Friendly Prompt Service
At 3913 Col. Glenn Hwy.
1 Minute From WSU
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Rathskellar debuts
BY JAN DAGLEY
Managing Editor

days of its existence. The staff
had trouble getting food to the
customers fast without mistakes,
but riow things are going well,
according to Kouri.
"Our goal is to offer quality
food as well as beer, atmosphere,
and entertainmen t," Kou~i
added. "I'd like to see the
Rathskellar as a place where
students can have fun, as well as
a place where they can bring
their parents."
Some complaints had been
heard about the size and prices
of salads. "They're actually
about the same size as the salads
upstairs, but in that small souffle
cup , they look smaller,''
explained Kouri. "I guess we'll
either increase the portion or
lower the price, or stop serving it
if the students feel it's unfair."

(from February 9, 1972)
The Rathskellar, Wright State's
new facility for beer drinking
and various other activities,
celebrated its grand opening
Friday, Feb 4, serving an
estimated 1500-2000 people.
"We went through 21 half
barrels of beer, 100 pounds of
ham, 200 pounds of peanuts,
and 50 pounds of potato chips,"
revealed Mike Kouri, Manager of
Saga_Food Service, Inc, on the
WSU campus.
Saturday night's crowd only
went through 6 barrels of beer,
and Kouri said he had expect a
bigger turnout. "But if we get
that many every Saturday, I'll be
grateful," he added.
The Rathskellar had several
problems during the first few

Parking zones start
the buildings had to pay just as
much as those who parked real
close to them. Also the extra
money that the new regulations
will provide will be sorely
needed to pay off the deficit
resulting from last year's
regulations.
Under the new system, to park
on university grounds all motor
vehicles must be registered or
properly parked in controlled
pay areas. Controlled pay areas
are parking spaces with a meter.

BY Bill LICKLIDER
Staff Reporter

(from September 29, 1972)
The new traffic and parking
setup created turmoil in many
people's minds this morning.
Many who have returned this
fall, and remember last year's
system where everyone paid for
an S decal and then parked
anywhere they liked, may
wonder why the regulations have
been changed.
One reason was that last year
people who parked farthest from

The old Allyn Hall cafeteria was not the home of famous cuisine and a restful atmosphere. It was a
thoroughly rotten facility, and student complaints abounded. Despite this it was always full of
students . .. because of its location, because of all the students there . .. because there was really no
where else to go . . .just because. The Guardian talked about it a lot, but rarely photographed it. This is a
typical(?) afternoon crowd.

Saga raises food prices 8 per cent
by frank salsburg
staff reporter

(from March 29, 1973)
Citing skyrocketing raw food
costs as the reason SAGA foods
has announced it is raising prices
on 15 items sold in the Allyn
Hall and University Center

cafeterias.
The raises, which go . into
effect April 2, average about 8.1
percent for the items involved.
Among those going up are
hamburgers, hot rlogs, milk,
cDla, roast and barbeque beef,
hoagies, fish cods, and Italian

... but a nightmare goes on forever

sausage.
Mike Kouri , SAGA food
service manager at WSU, said
that daily specials in the
cafeterias would be priced
accor.dingly
with
some
eliminated because of great cost
increases and greater_ emphasis
on lower cost areas.
The price increases, SAGA
took pains to stress, are intended
only to return SAGA to the ·
same operating margin as they
had before the food cost
increase started

Students protest Saga
(from May 21, 1973)
A demonstration has been
called for noon this Wednesday
to protest the presence of Saga
on campus.
A
spokesperson for the
demonstration said it will take

place on the Quad. Tentative
plans for the demonstration
include the violation of Saga's
exclusive food service rights at
WSU. The spokesperson also said
anyone is invited to participate.

Bever age Dock
Who can park where is another favorite part of the parking game. First there was a faculty/studen 't
split, with faculty preferred (naturally). Then with the institution of zones (in the fall of 1972) A B CK
distinctions replaced it. B zone was often empty while C zone overflowed (no one seemed to park in K).
Now we seem headed back to a faculty student distinction, so future Guardian staffs should have plenty
of grist for their mill.

Allyn cafeteria to move
by gary floyd
staff reporter

(from January 25, 1973)
Beginning school yea r
197 3-74, Allyn cafeteria, Millett
Library
and
hopefull
overcrowding in Millett Hall may
be things of the past.

office spaces, classrooms, ana
according to Marlow, "anything
else the architects can cram in
there."
The student cafeteria, now
located in Allyn Hall will be
moved to the basement area of
Millett, in the area now occupied
by the library.

According to Robert Marlow,
Director of Campus Planning
and Development, the library,
now in Millett Hall, will be
moved to the new Library
building, starting in April. The
· space presently occupied by the
Library, will be turned into
....... ·.:-;.·.·.···
.··.·.·:-:-:-:--.·... ·.···

BEER, WINE, and ~ARTY SUPPLIES
Open 8 am to 11 pm 7 days a week
868 Kaufman Ave

878-632 4

First National Bank
FAIRBORN, OHIO

BUY ONE WHOPPER®

f fl I./, .'-' f U J IC f

H f \ /,

GET ONE FREE
~

BURGER

KING

~ Z!J

Our famous broiled beef burger and
;- II the trimmings
Offer expires April 1st

1072 Kauffman Ave. , Fairborn, Ohio
4250 Linden Ave., Dayton, Ohio
.:. ;.-· ·

...·.·.·.·.·:.·:.·.·.-.·.·.·.··...

Main 0ffice
1 WMain Street

5-Point Branch
10 WDayton-Yellow
Springs Rd

878-868 1
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OP IN IO N
The Best of
the Opinions
(Acr·oss these two pages, we have spread what we think are the
best and most important editorial Opinions of the Guardian.
Interspersed are a couple of the better cartoons which have appeared
on these pages for the last ten years.)

Switch, don't fight
(Septemb er 5, 1972}

This year the GUARDIAN intends to advocate
Limit card playing
positive action on the parking situatio n.
We're calling for the formation of the
Card playi ng has become a regular
Sticker Withdrawal and Transfor mation Cham
between class past i me for many of our
pionship committee (SWITCH). It has no offi
students . It i s for some of them the
cers and is extremel y easy to join.
only intramur al sport in which they
The idea behind SWITCH is that it has been
will particip ate. The only activity
discover ed t~at the new parking stickers are
we might defend as more suitable for
~xtremely easy to remove -- someone has al
passing this time involves a differen t
ready swiped the Associat e Dean of Students '.
type of intellec tual exercise , i.e.,
So to join SWITCH, all you have to do is
studying . If these students feel thev
remove a parking sticker, preferab ly a B, and
have completed enough out-of-c lass study
:exchange it for another sticker, preferab ly a
to ensure success in their collegia te en
·c. That's the basic idea, but you can think
deavors, we cannot condemn them for play
up your own variation s.
ing cards.
It will give you something to do during the
r..1e can, however, request that these
long walk from Springfi eld to the QUAD.
students either find a better place than
. A word of caution however: Don't tamper
the . multi-pu rpose room for playing cards
with H s·t ickers. They' re given for a good
or limit their playing to the slack hours.
reason and fooling with them could hurt ~ome
(October 6, 1965
one.
Other than · that, have fun, and don't fight
Who needs a cafeteria?
the parking hassle, SWITCH!
Who needs a cafeteria ? We, the students of
(October 4, 1972)
Wright State need a cafeteri a where decent
food is served. The f ood served downstai rs in
Switch lives!
the canteen can't really be called food- a
large part of it is inedible ...
Anti-par king editoria ls are virtuall y a
The fact that ARA offers some good food
tradition with the GUARDIAN's first fall
mainly donuts- is complete ly offset by the
issue. They've been almost as much of a tra
quality of most of their food ... Their attempt
dition as the universi ty's perennia lly rotten
at appeasement should not succeed since they
parking situatio n:. :
are, at present, the probable recipien ts of
But this year, we're urging everyone to
literally "back" a parking demonstr ation next
the cafeteri a contract . Should they carry
Monday when they come to school in their cars. their present brand of food over to the pro
posed cafeteri a next fall, we would be no be
By "back" we mean "back your car into a
parking space when you arrive.G ranted, it's a better off than at present.
violatio n of parking regulatio ns, and the
(March 11, 1966)
first couple of thousand caught may get tick
First parking editorial
eted, but we can't think of any better way of
showing the universi ty what students think of
Before the fall trimeste r, an administ ra
the parking situation .
tion represen tative expresse d confiden ce that
The Wright State parking system seems to
the campus parking facilitie s then availabl e
be the epitome of unnec~ssary bureauc ratic
were sufficie nt to handle the increased num
red tape. Civil disobedia nce seems to be the
ber of cars. This be.l ief seem to have been an
last resort students have.
error.
(September 30, 1974)
(September 28,1965)

What's done is done
This is the last issue of the Guar
dian until Jan. 6, 1~7]. The staff of
the GUARDIAN sincerely hopes you enjoy
yourself over the hoildays .
We have qreatlv enjoyed report
ing the news and "libe1ing and slander
ing" so many great WSU persona lities.
Regardle ss of our biases, we truly
love you. Peace ·~n "71.
(December 1970)

All is not peachy at WSU
Today there is a liberal movement in the
internat ional universi ty system, includin g
.Wright State. Wright State, we are told, is
consider ing releasing two other instruct ors
and has told another one that he has no
academic career with the Universi ty . . .
Wright State needs men like Dr Cecil,
Mr Staub, and Mr Wills. Most importan t,
it needs definite policies in print of the
rules governin g non-appo intment of faculty
members. By doing this, the Universi ty
would not only be protectin g itself, but
also protectin g its faculty.
lDecember 10, 1968)

Peed-ons
ripped off
by Ka thy Campbell
and Gary Brock
(from November 19, 1973)
As the peasants look on, the
" elite" hold their Grand Ball in
splendor and grandeur, with all
the
gaudishn ess
and
superficiality of a decadent
Mardi Gras.
This gala event is being
partially financed - by
the
supposedl y
under-fund ed
Student Caucus and will be held
next Monday night as yet
another social event for the
student elite. The "hoe-down" is
formally called . the Students'
Inaugural Dinner but should be
more aptly called "An Evening
with Bill Roberts and Friends."
Roberts, having selected the
96 odd student guests all by his
little lonesome, has deemed it fit
to make one-third of the guest
members from sororities and
fraternities ( 36), at least another
third friends and acquaintances,
and the rest are student heads of
various clubs and organizations
on campus.
It is a shame that Roberts does
not realize it would be more
beneficial · to
the WSU
community if he had selected a
more diverse, representative
group of students to attend the
event. Roberts has called his
selections "cosmopoli tan." It
seems that his idea of
cosmopolitan is not, as it should
be, to select a substantial
number of female and minority
representatives throughout the
WSU community, but has
instead invited the social
butterflies of the sorority world.
Roberts has decided that the
other student representatives
will be heads of our various
clubs and organizations. Why is
it assumed that these student
"leaders" should automatical ly
be invited to the event, when in
truth, very few students on
campus belong to these groups?
We believe that the Students
Inaugural Dinner, where the
President can meet socially with
a large number of students is a
good one. However, it is. unfair
to our President for Roberts to
arbitrarily ·select a group of
students that do not represent
the average student.
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SAGA keeps tricks
. .. SAGA do es not have the righ t t o the
space th at t he univers i ty gives t hem. : .
If SAGA cannot live up t o i ts part of the
bargain, th en its part must be relinquish ed.
I f the administra tion won ' t do i t , t hen stu
dents must f or cibly remove SAGA f rom their ·
campus.
Reports of i ns ects in f ood hav e al so been
rampant. On ~ . student f ound .a dead fly in his
Rathskel lar . 'J'.i'rench fr ies the other day . ..
Ther.e is 11 0 excuse for the s loppy, inef
ficient way in which SAGA is run and its
menus are prepared.
Th e fact th at some schoo l s like t he SAGA
service in their area leads one to conc lude
that i t isn't SAGA, but it s management wh i ch
is the problem.
(Oct ober 4,1973)

ARA misses again
It is a bi t ironi c that WSU hired ARA t o
r un the f ood servi ce here on a 'manag ement
fee ' bas is. Management seems to be 'th e one
·t hing ARA isn ' t providing around here ...
(January 13,1975)

Kent State-a killing
Four chi ldren are killed f or no more
hi deous crime t han st anding on the campus
of their own coll eg e. Young American sol
die-i:-s suddenly fi nd t hemselves armed
witn live amunition and thrown into a
pani c ridden si t uat i on . Afr aid , confused
or commande d( wh o know s ) t hey .open
a voll ey of gunf i re int o a crowd, a mob
but most importantl y and dread f ully un
des ervi ng of death.
Ki ll ed-death-® rrder-stud ents - riots
-rnoh- strikes-fi re - pc lice-s t ones-k i 11
die-studen ts-sniper - fear- Fear- F ear·
As Am P. r icans , students,a nd as human
beings we stand shocked and horr i f ied, 1
confused but certain. Cert ain that b e
yond all else one thing st ands out un
der no circumstan ces were t he lives of
t hese students wort h t aking unmeTci full y
.and carelessly .

Trustees violated PSC's spirit

Though the Bo ard of Trustees did not violate the l et ter of its
'agreement with t he Advi sor y President ial Search Committ ee , we fe el
the Board violated t he sp irit of that .agreement in choo sing Rob ert
Keg~rreis as t he next , Pres ident of WSU .
We have no quarrels with the selection of Kegerre i s i ts el f. We
fe el that he will probably make a fine Pres.ident and he lp l ead WSU
on the road t o education al advanceme nt, but his sele ction r ai ses
seri ous questions about the actual amount of i nput students and f ac
ul ty _h ave in helping to reach deci s i ons wh ich determine their own
destiny.
.
We acknowledg e that t h.e sear ch committee had no power in actually
determinin g who would be the ne xt WSU President . Yet, we feel that
at l east a tacit agreement among the Board, the PSC, anp other mem
bers of the Univers ity community had been made when the PSC was
f ormed last year that the committee woul d have a substanti al, if not .
the substantia l vo i ce, in choosing the next President .
This. substant ial vo i ce the PSC was supposed t o have in the selec
tion process , we fee l , i s t he only way the inordinate and of ten f oo l
ish amount of secrecy .wh i ch surrounded the PSC' s work i ngs can be j us
tified.
Both the GUARDIAN and the Dayton JOURNAL- HERALD were denounced for
leaking news of th e PSC 's workings, but now we t hink th e secre cy may
have been f or purpose s other th an pr otecti on of candidate s ' identi
ties.
The Board must "come cle an" now, and public ly exp laiff why i t cho se
to ignore the recommendat i ons of a commi ttee which it had appointed
and i n wh i ch so many people had placed the i r faith as a s ignifican t
breakthrou gh of open decision-m aking at WSU.
(May 7, 1973 )

(Ma v 6, 197 0 )

Happiness is being a dyke
"Bob, did you hear that Glori a i s
a l esbian? " "No ki dding?" " Sure is.
But d amn , she sure has got a fine body.
What a was t e. " "Yeah, it sure is. What
I can't f i gure out is why she digs be
ing a dyke ."
" I re ad somewhere they say l es 
bians are vi ct i ms of an over-domi 
neer i ng fath er."
"She may have been raped , you know."
11
M.ust have been . She is screwed
up now."
"Here comes Gl oria now'.'
"Hi, Gloria , How you been lately?"
"Happy."
"Weird f emale."
(:' anuar y 26, 1972)

Ripping off the Rathskeller
Th ings are pretty bad when t he Rathskella r
has to resort t o using plastic cups to avo i d
students ripping off the mugs .
Apparently , no one wants SAGA's f ood ser
vi ce, but their glassware i s in great demand .
(May 31, 1972)

II

YOU'RE

FIREP !"
(Novembe r 1 , 1973)

Nixon coming clean
Apparently Pres ident Nixon has decided to
come clean,or at l east . tattle-ta il gr ay,with
th e American peop l e regarding the Water gate
bugging incident.
The Pres i dent announced "major develope
ments" in the case and ·sai d h is aides would
~estify i n f r ont of the speci al Senate inves
tigating commm~ttee on t he ·break in. Als o ,any
federal employee indicted in t he case would
be suspended . · .
.
We bel i eve Nixon is too wise of a pol i t 
ic al operator to have been· personally i n
vo l ved i n the i ncident.However , apparently
one of hi s top level aids probably at least
knew ab out the po litical esp i onage upon the
Oemocr.at s and never t old the President about
it until t he st ink has become so great that
Nixon decided t o or ganize hi s own investi
gation of_th e case .
(April 19, 1973)

t he Guardian is holding· its
10t h Anniversary party on
Wednesday, March 19 at noon.
We invite all students and staff
(especially classified) t o join us
outside the faculty dining room
at high noon and stor m t he
ramparts. · It may not be the
Bastille, but it will do. A
recording of t he Marsei ll es will
be played.
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A whole lot 9f fighting
Hiring and firing, promotion and tenure, this and that, WSU h~s had its share of
controversy and demonstrations and the Guardian has been there, most of the time . Don
Wills was the subject of another small controversy while at WSU. He had an art exhibit on.
campus which upset some people because it cont ained a graphic painting of a dead cat.

Court order delays Piqua branch
(from June 28, 1972)
Plans for a Wright State branch
campus in Piqua are now
hanging in limbo as a result of a
move by the community college
trustees for Miami-Darke-Shelby
co u n ties
to
esta blish a
community college in Piqua
instead.
The h itch is that the Board of
R egents a year ago denied a
request by the trustees that
called for the establishment of a
co mmunity college in Piqua
without a local propert~ tax
being required .

Faculty start union
(/'ram Sep te mber 5, 1967)
Wright State's faculty became
one of the first university
facult ies in Ohio to receive a
charter from ttie American
Federation
of Teachers
(AFL-CIO ).
· The group (~SUFT) ado pted a
t"emporary
constitution and
elected temporary officers at an
organizational meeting held June
22,
accord.ing
to
English
instructor Ronda! D. Staub,
tern po rary secretar·y.

'Fri., March 14
Doug Walters
performing in
the Rathskellar
9-1

from UCB

Instead the Kegents required injunction against the b~anch
that a tax be approved by the calllp¥,s -~ _proposed by· Wright
voters in the community college Sta\~ ·and two weeks ago Miami
district before a community . Cbunty Common Pleas Court
college can be established.
Judge John Kistler ruled that the
Last November, the voters Regents have no authority to
rejected the levy by , a --3-1 require a tax levy before. a·
margin.
community college can be
So the trustees brought an established.

• ·
· taub, .w.IZzS dISSent
S

Perhaps it isn't fair ·to label art exhibits controversial, but much
space in the Guardian and much campus comment has been devoted
to coming to grips with a concept of art different than the one most
students have been raised with. This is one example from las t year's .
Guardian.

~tudents protest di.Smissal

By FRANK GRAY
Guardian Staff Writer
(from January 17, 1968)
Since the closing of classes at
the end of last quarter, there has
been a lull in the case of · the
non-renewal of the contracts of
Pete Staub and Don Wills. In an
e ffort to
determine what
progress has been made, the
Guardian contacted Dr. Robert
Cecile concerning this issue.
The
Faculty
Affairs
Committee, consisting of seven
members, met and resolved to
..
•

uphold the decision of Dean ··
Baker and the administration-. ·
Their resolution was presented
to
the Academic Council
Wednesday January 15.
Dr. Cecile feels the F.A.C.
unqualified to
make such
decisions, in light of the fact
that Staub and Wills were
dismissed on the grounds that
they
had not received a
doctorate. Two members of the .
F.A.C. , one of them a Dean,
have not yet · received their
doctor's degree
•
•
.,

(from April 7,' r969l .·
Dean William Baker of { ib~ral
Arts, Dr. Lawrence Hussman,
Dr. Nicholas Piediscalzi and
other leaders of the University's
faculty met with representatives
of the press Saturday morning to
announce the reappointment of
English instructors 'Pete Staub
and Don Wills. In making the
announcement Dr. Baker
stressed that ''.This decision
represents the coJi.ing to fruition
of four months of learning on
the part o f many of us in the
University. I believe that all of
the parties involved have seen
that -the conduct of a university
is not a game to he won or lost;

is , ,a_ process in which·~. · ,. WSU denies. guilt in
all of us learn ·by ~ke~gabney
something and, if we are capable
riews editor
of
enlarging · ourselves, of
(from March 17, J 9i3 )
'continuing to learn.
WSU" has maintained that the
The decision , tb .renew th~ , D epartment
of Health,
contracts of Staub and Wills Education and Welfare never
came
as
a
result of found the University guilty of
reappointment and tenure any wrong doing in the firing of
guidelines for
instructors Ms Betty J Thomas as staff
established by the Departments assistant of financial aid over
of Liberal Arts over the last four three years ago
months. Basically, the guidelines
In an interview with former
developed by the faculty of the WSU attorney , David C Greer,
English Dept. give Staub and - who represented the University
Wills until December 31, this in the Thomas case, and Acting
year to complete their doctoral President Frederick White the
dissertations.
pair denied that HEW's civil
rights office had ruled that WSU

Staub, Wills Win reprieve;'.

·

by JAN DAGLEY

(from January 7, 1971)
Controversy and "protest
marked the Wright State campus
during Christmas vacation over a
case of alleged discrimination in
the Student Aid Office. Mrs.
Betty Thomas, Staff Assistant in
Student Aid, was notified that
her contract would not be
renewed after July 1, 1971. Mrs.
Thomas, a Wright State graduate
who has worked in Student Aid
·since September of 1969, had
protested the fact that she was
-~-~?t promoted to the position of

it

hopefully:~

At Hauer's,. i~ Kett~ring, sound rooms (2 nd
floor) you will find the components for your
stereo system at the right pri ce

Assistant Director when that
office became vacant July 1,
1970. Mr. Steve Scovic was
named to the post one month
later.
A group of students, all black,
sat in the lob~ of Allyn Hall
outsid~ the Executive wing on
Dec. 15 to protest the action.
They presented a list of
questions to Dr. Golding about
Mrs. Thomas'
firing. Mrs.
Thomas said she was grateful for
the student support she received,
but that she wished more white
students were also involved

Thomas case
was guilty of both . sexual and
racial , d iscrim ination
in
dismissing Thomas.
Asked of the excerpt froni
HEW's Nov 4, 1971 letter to
Rep Charles . Whalen Jr
(R-Dayton) which appeared in
the Guardian and all Dayton
newspapers and which detailed
that Thomas was discriminated
against by WSU, Greer said,
" You must be mistaken. That
was a ruling stating that there
was probable evidence or cause
that t here was discriminat ion.
T here was never an official
fi nding in the care and as far as
we're concerned HEW has closed

W.SU investigates
Droge affair
BY LAURA KEAR

(from Ma y 10, 1972)

An investigation has been
started at
Wright State
University aft er Dolf Droge,
the finest record changer made.
special assistant to Henry
Kissinger, was prevented from
speaking by stu dents hurling a
barrage of garbage.
Anti-w ar
p rotestors haq
publisized Monday that they
would att empt to keep the " war
criminal" from .speaking. Drodge
was to present a brief history ori
the evolution of ·the Vietnam
war and a question and answer
period was s1ated to follow his
talk .
Alan Herbert, director of
Communications at WSU
DECADE 16
I "
r e le ased
the following
"Many other stereo items on sa e
statements · Wednesday: " The
A super,
Name brands at.package prices, sold University is conducting an
..:ompoct. two-way system that fits anywhere,
on easy term~-backed by pro-service investigation with the intentio n
1nclud1ng your budget Natura l oak cabinet.
Lim ited
\l\\l\\c, rn.
Bro wn fobri c grille
.
.
.
of filing warrants, against t hose
id-- ·: ..:i:. :: ; . ~c .: :;;J
31:tO Farhrlls Ave. rn Kettering
involved in assault and battery
Quantities
g
S
-------------------------~
-----;._______o..:...p_e_n__
11_a_m_-_..:..p_m
__a_t_9_a_m_-_5_:3_0__. against Mr Droge and University
personnel."

Save $25-$50 on dual models
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The University Seal was adopted and approved by the Board of Trustees early
in 1968 along with the Statement of Purpose which includes:
The chief purposes of Wright State University shall be the achievement
of excellence in teaching, the achievement of substantial .contributions
to human knowledge, the achievement of major service to the . larger
community, and the maipte·n ance,0f a .fr€e and cosm_o politan environment
for the work toward such achievexnen.ts..
·.::·

The s~al identifies the ap.praved ·purpo,~es of-teaching, research, and service,
and displays a three-sided monogram which incorporates the first letter "W"
of Wright State University. The school (€ ' 'Jlors, hunter green and gold, are.
incorporated in the central design.

Happy 10th ~nniversary Guardian
.

,

From

Wright State

Univ~rsity

Bookstore

ll
Ji
'!
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Kilpatrick, Von Hoffman debate

Artists cind
Lectures

What do many WSU students do for enlightenment and
entertainment after a hard day of attending lectures? Well,
att1md lectures of course, part of the University Artist and
Lecture series. Since its initiation on the old Dayton
Campus, Artist and Lectures has brought in famous persons
running the ideological gamut from M Stanton Evans to
Abbe Hoffman. The speakers on the following pages, as
reviewed in the respective Guardians, are but a few of the
overall total.

Deliquency Reckless topic
(from May 5, 1969)
Walter Reckless, criminologist
and pro~essor of sociology at
Ohio State University, spoke to
the students of Wright State in a
meeting in Oelman Hall, April
24. Centering his speech around
juvenile delinquency, Reckless

blamed rising numbers of
delinquents on improving
communications, explaining that
a juvenile today might be
arrested for an infraction that
years ago would have been
overlooked due to poor
communications.

by Frank Salsburg
(from March 7, 1974)
The elegant conservative and
the bawdy· liberal came to
Wright State Monday and
thoroughly beguiled a crowd of
1500 in the main gym.
'
James J Kilpatrick, the
conservative and Nicholas Von
Hoffman, the liberal, were
making their first joint
appearance outside of the CBS
news show Sixty Minutes, where
they had garnered a measure of
fame for their fast, furious and
funny debates.
If the crowd came to see the
same thing on a larger scale, they
were not disappointed. The two
purveyed a mixture of political
comment and humor that had
the crowd constantly roaring.
Despite their differing political
viewpoints there were also
similarities between what Von
Hoffman called "friendly

enemies."
"There are times," said Von
Hoffman, "when it may appear
we are disagreeing a great deal
more than we are. What we do is
take "X" topic. There may be
35-40 percent. of the area where
we really do not have any
disagreement. And what we do is
we just talk by that."
Von Hoffman, in reaction to a
question about the seeming lack
of positive action by Congress
gave what
he somewhat
apologetically denied was a
civics lesson. "It (the Congress)
is, particularly the House, it is
not
unrepresentative."
Emphasizing that the average
congressperson is "not a crook,"
Von Hoffman pointed out that
"his constituents do not really
want him to say very much, and
they don't want him to say it
strongly.
"If you want to see a change,

now this is the civics lesson,"
continued Von Hoffman, "a
little bit of work in your
congressional district in building
a stable political organization to
elect whomever will pay
enormous dividends."
Kilpatrick explained how he
could keep his optimism while
being so close to the constant
crisis news in Washington. "I
have great faith in this republic
and its capacity to survive "
Using a format similar to that
· on Sixty Minutes, Von Hoffman
and
Kilpatrick
deba~ed
impeachment, inflation, and the
Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA) for women. "With his
typical guile," noted Kilpatrick,
"he has lured me into the
position of being in favor of Mr
Nixon, in favor of inflation, and
against equal rights for women."

Alice Cooper rock 'n rolls in Oelman auditorium concert
Zappa. Introduced as "the most here ..." and you knew he was exploded. Alice screamed "Wake
glamourous group in the world," talking about somtthing more up! Wake up!" ·as he aimed his
they sauntered into the spotlight universal than that shirt.
electric torch into the crowd,
in skintight silver -jumpsuits and
At other times, Alice attacked then twirled it around and
proceeded to assault the his lead guitar player, sensuously arQund to the penetrating
audience (and each other) in caressed his own body (he bears rhythm of the music B~fore the
nearly every possible way. Lights slight resemblance to Tiny Tim spell could be broken, he
flashed and multicolored under green light), and danced grabbed a pillow and shook its
shadows jumped from wall to wildly, waving a spear. Then cQntents out at the spectators.
wall. The music swayed from there was a near silence as Alice Meanwhile, another member of
loud to soft and Alice shed his Cooper unveiled a silver. and the group had begun emptying a
silver skin, screaming, "why black electric chair decorated fire extinguisher into the air.
can't you take the time to find with flashing lights. Alice sat, Then it was over. _smoke,
out who I really am?" Then swinging a watch back and forth people and yes, feathers drifted
suddenly he appeared bound in a in front of his eyes, whispering, out of the auditorium, dazed.
straight jacket, arms writhing "Bodies
What caused such wonders (or
need rest ...
and wiggling, pleading, "Let me
rest ... need rest ... Until horrors, depending on your
out of here ... I gota get out of morning ..." Lights and sounds point of view) to occur at Right,
White, Wright State? 'T:was our
long lost Student Government,
my dears Impossible as it may
seem, the show was rather
spectacular. Even the lead-off
group,
Stonefox from
Cincinnati, had one of the best
sounds to happen in Dayton.
Although they lacked visual
excitement and "played songs"
instead of "doing a show," they

(from February 24, 1971)
" ... Oh, and watch out for
the feathers," advised the
cardboard-mustacioed
announcer to a somewhat
bewildered
second show
,audience at the Alice Cooper
co~cert Friday night. Feathers in
Oelman Auditorium? Yes,
Virginia, and that was only a
minor event in Alice Cooper's
somewhat traumatic bagful of
satanic but meaningful tricks.
The group, whose _lead singer
and namesake was last seen in
these parts wearing peanut
butter on his chest, is an
"invention" of Mother Frank

.FLORIDA

Spring Break

Hotel Wright State
Will Be At The Summit

DAYTONA
BEACH

TOTAL
PRICE
FROM

WRIGHT STATE

157.50
-

WE HONOR

•

master charge
THE INTERBANK CARO
<

•
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sounded as good as (maybe
better) than many big name
groups who've passed through
the town. They were definitely
more polite, and that ".does"
count.
Elsewhere: For those of us
who weren't feeling studious
enough to avoid TV last
Wednesday night, Johnny Cash
offered a real treat: James
Taylor's first appearance on the
tube. Wow! Speaking of which,
Sweet Baby James himself will
be at Hara Arena Saturday, Feb.
27, at 8 Taylor represents a new
trend toward simple, quiet, but
meaningful sounds. This
weekend's show should be
VERY worthwhile.
P.S . Alice Cooper's new album
has just been released. If it
captures only one-tenth of the
excitement generated at Friday
night's show, it has to bf•
beautiful. They've also got a
single, "18," which is moving up
the Top 40 (Yep, Alice Cooper
on TOP 40) charts.

Sue McGqvern, Hayden

visit WSU, blast Nixon
• Includes All Transportation
·Includes All Accomodations
• 10 Days 7 nights on the
Beach
··Free Parties While Traveling
··Disney World Options
• 2 Free 8-B-Ques in Daytona

No Gas Worries
No Breakdowns
No Tickets
No Hassle

Use Your Mastercharge
Vacation begins Mar. 21 and ends Mar. 30

(fron October 26, 1972)
Sue McGovern, the candidate's
daughter, and James Rowen will
be speaking at the Upper Hearth
Lounge in the University Center
from 11: 30 to 12: 30 on behalf
of Senator George McGovern's
presidential bid.
They have been brought here
by 'the WSU students for
McGovern.

Tom Hayden, author, founder
of SDS, co-defendant in the
Chicago 8 conspiracy, will
appear in Oelman Auditorium at
2: 00 pm as part of the
"Indochina Solidarity Week"
sponsored by the Indochina
Peace Movement.
Dellinger will speak on Nov 3
at -11: 00 in Oelman auditorium.

Abortion Information Service
VERY CLOSE TO AREA
Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy
Terminated By Licensed Physicians
Immediate Arrangements
will be made with no hassle
Starting at $125.00
For your convenience open even on Sunday morning

f ull payment
of $157 .50 d ue
by March 14

Contact Dave at 426-1940
Down Payment $38.50 Deadline March 14

CALL COLLECT - 24 HOUR SERVICE

21-6-631-1557
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Sch/,esinger defines rok of liberal
BY CATHY McKINNEY
(from April 19, 1972)
Arthur Schlesinger defined the
tole of the liberal intellectual in
the formation _of' foreign policy
last week and got some
politicking in for George
McGovern at the same time.
Before he spoke here
Schlesinger spoke at the
McGovern headquarters in
downtown Dayton and brought
some McGovern workers here
when he spoke.
Schlesinger, a Pulitzer Prize
winner, noted historian and
former Special · Assistant to
President John F Kennedy was
here for the Liberal Arts Lecture
Series.
The role of the liberal

For instance long after "it was
perfectly evident to , any
intelligent person or any
intelligent four-year-old, that
not
wa ·s
everyth ing
with'in the
hunky-dorry"
Communist system, he heard the
phrase "Sino-Soviet Block." ,.
This myth, perpetrated-by the
State Department, evokes images
of the whole Communist world
taking orders from the same
source. Of course this was true
when Stalin .was in power, but
there were many things that
showed it was no longer true in
·
the 1960s.
When ·Schlesinger pointed this

they were
.,_.._______._..,._...,~~~~~~~:""""'~

intellectual in the formation of
foreign ·policy is not much
· different than the role of the ·
but the
non- in tellectual,
should bring
intellectu"a1
"something special" to the job,
he said.
That " something special" is a
sense which leads him to
critical
Dr Arthur Schlesinger
fresh
examine
examine,
problems in politics."
And with this "critical sense"
he should "attack, attack and
By KAREN HINTON
challenge myth."
(from February 27, 1968)
Schlesinger talked about some
The Artist and Lecture Serjes Monday presented another of the myths which were
outstanding lecture at W.S.U. Dr. Ashley Montagu , noted common when, h~ . was in the
anthropologist and author, spoke on the subject of "Myths, White House.
Monkeys and Men."

Montagu attacks myths

The first myth "he attacked· was
the myth of education. "What
Wt' mistake for ech1cation is
instruction ..' :we have no
education, he said. The child
with the highest 'iregurgitative
capacity" is · the child who
succeeds in our system, while
the most creative child is usually
the one who recieves the lowest
grades. He indicated that there is
a "correlation between low
grades and creativity."
Another myth which has been
causing a geat deal of trouble, he
said, is the mytl1 0f race. The
Negro ~ s problem is the white
man, who carries the infectious
mythology 0f race. When we ·
learn that each human being is
unique and entitled - to the full.
realization of l:iis potentia;lities ·
for growth and development, the
myth of separate races will cease
to trouble us.
The myth of man's ·innate
agressive tendencies, he said, was
established by scientist~ on the
basis of the so-called murderous
tendencies of Man's remote
ancestors, the Australopithe
cines, who "banged baboons on
their heads." Dr. Montagu
questioned the ethical
interpretation "f such arts, when
freedom to · develop their fu~l
potentialities. He warned that. if
we continue to increase' our
populati0n at ·our present rate,
"in 5,000 years ·we shall be
increasing with. th'e velocity of
light."
"Freedom," he warned, "is
not the ·freedom to do anything
you want. Freedom is the right
to be able to do what you
ought."
When asked his opinion of the
Vietnam war, he answered, "If
what we are doing in Vietnam is
right, what ha"Ve we left to call
wrong?"

'l•n fact ~ "one might as well have
put. notes in a bottle and thrown
it into the Atlantic Ocean" for
all the response he got
The myth that led us into
Southeast Asia was that ideology
is always stronger than
nationalism. Schlesinger said
that the notion of a national
Communism rather than a world

Purl
at Wilmington Colleg~
Hermann Court Gym
Wilmington, Ohio
Saturday, March 15
8pm
Adm $3.50

40min
from WSU
take rt 35
towards Xenia
get on rt 68
take all way to
Wilmington

tickets availab'e at Ticketrolil outlets & door

SaVe
some
time.
.

·~

.
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Army I.OTC usij.ally takes ,four years of coll~ge. Hut you
can do it in just two years... and receive $100 a month
during your junior and senior years.
"

.

You prepare for two careers simultaneously -military
and civilian.

'

You can

~

~ompete

for a full Army ROTC scholarship
$100 a

.. which .pays tuition, books, lab fees, plus that

cb

cD

month.:
flight train•ing is available.
Many .othe! benefits includi~g fellowships fo,~ graduate.
school.

©

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call Cpt. Cassell at 229
3326 or write the Professor of Military Science,
US Army ROTC Instructor Group, Dept. bf Military
45469.
Science, Univ. of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio
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Mailer speaks .on 'fifth estate'
BY GARY BROCK
staff reporter

(from November 1, 1973)
Norman Mailer is a tough guy.
Norman Mailer is also an
intellectual guy.
Norman Mailer is a writer, he
is also a poet, a politician·, a
social commentator and the
brain behind the idea of the
Fifth Estate.
The Fifth Estate was the
reason for Norman Mailer's
appearance at WSU Monday
afternoon. He came to make the
people aware. Aware of the idea
of citizen
intelligence
·organization that would gather
information about what is going
on in · America, both · politically
and socially.
Mailer spoke before a
relatively large audience in the
main gym of the Phys Ed
. b.uilding, with his New York

City voice twanging throughout
the place; all eyes glued on the
short, stocky frame, and the
wild grey hair so typical of
Mailer.
.
He spoke of good and evil.
"You cannQt be evil without a
knowledge of the good. The evil
person therefore works against
the good to destroy it. If you
have no knowledge of the good,
then you are not evil, you are
wicked, that is the difference
you sort of up the anti."
He spoke of the novel.
"The novel is getting harder
and harder to write. The 'New
Journalism' style of writing is
taking its place. This method of
writing entails taking an event
and adding your own style to
the interpretation. It may
surplant the novel, not because
it is better, but because it is
easier."

0n
politicians, Mailer
commented, "How could I have
created a person like Agnew? He
was such a complex, interesting
· person in his part that Sinatra
would like him. This man, who
looked so mean that he could
have been the dictator of a
Banana Republic, what did he
do? He took 10,000 a year from
contractors. It is easier to believe
that a strong man, a ruthless
man could come to a hgih office
rather than a petty man. If we
are to believe this, that a petty
man can achieve such a high
position, then we must believe
that society has gone mad."
After his talk in the gym,
Mailer held an informal
discussion in the University
Center, where he elaborated on
the Fifth Estate and the current
political situation.

Steinem talks at WSU, seeks liberation
By HARRY BATTSON
Editor

(from January 26, 1972)

Norman Mailer, before his speech in the PE building, gut
acquainted with Laura Adams, WSU English prof and author of the
book "Will the Real Norman Mailer Please Stand Up."

- The Women's Liberation
Movement "is not a reform; it is
a revolution," according to
Gloria Steinem, Liberation
. activist, who spoke at Wright
1
State on Wednesday, Jan 19.
"The socializati0n process is
very deep and it comes at us
from all sides--from parents and
professors, from television and

from
magazines," Steinem
claimed.
"It's enormously difficult to
change because those roles are
thrust upon us all the time," she
continued, but "the idea of
social justice and equality is very
contagious and very subversive
and change is upon us."
Steinhem claims, "Housewives
are very much into the change
and in some areas are organizing

(Editor's note: Unfortunately,
there have been more Artists and
Lecture features at WSU than w~
have room for, so the following
are excerpts from some that
have been reviewed in Guardians
past. If your favorite lecture is
not here, wabiru and apologia.)

Dick Gregory entertains 1500 people
by.cathy wilder
staff reporter

(from April 9, 1973)
Black people in America are
no longer the "niggers" of
Am er ica,
Dick
Gregory
proclaimed last Wednesday when
he spoke to about 1500 people
here.
The crowd was young and
mostly Black, and they loved
him.

The ." niggers" of America are
now its long haired white youth,
and the white racists who think
they control them, but don't
control a thing, he said.
"There are about eight or nine
rich, white families in New York
City," he said, "and they control
it."
"And they've got you thinking
I'm your nigger, and you're too
stupid to kµow you're their

nigger," he told the white folks.
And it's gotten so bad with the
old whites thinking the young
are "niggers," that the old
people claim they can't even tell
the young apart any more, he
said.
Gregory was talking to an old
white man recently, he said, and
the white man claimed he can't
tell the girls from the boys
anymore, with all that long hair.
"They say the same about
you," said Gregory.
"What do you mean?" said the
old man.
"They say they can't tell the
living from the dead," Gregory
said.

By ANN MOLONEY
Guardian Staff Writer

Beer - Wine &
Party Supplies
93 W Day Yell Spgs Rd
Fairborn, Ohio
Phone 879-5137
5 mi from Campus
OPEN 8 am to 10 pm Daily
ALSO: For your
convenience
Sunoco Gas

BY LAURA KEAR
Assistant Editor

(from December 10, 1968)

(from May 17, 1972)

On December 2, the Speakers
Bureau brought Peter Jennings
to speak to the students of WSU.
His speech originally scheduled
for the free period at 12: 45, was
postponed until 3: 30 because of
a delay in his flight from
Chicago.

Wright State experienced a
first Monday night.
Live on campus, courtesy of
many different groups, a
Marxist-Christian dialogue was
held.
The topic, "What May Man
Ultimately Hope For," was
discussed by Dr Herbert
Aptheker and Thomas Ogletree.
Aptheker is the director of the
Institute of Marxist Studies in
New York and Ogletree is an
associate professor in theology
at Vanderbilt University.

BY TOM SNYDER
and
STU NESTOR

(from November 3, 1971)
"Citizen action works" is its
motto and "to serve the public
interest and the interest of
individual Americans" is its
pu~pose.

Gene's Drive
Thru

together with domestic workers
because they understand that
the work they do is the same,
whether it's in their kitchen or
someone else's kitchen and to be
divided against ·each other is
only in the end to defeat us
both.
"Obviously," Steinem asserts,
"housework and child care is not
female; it's human, and it must
be shared by all of us."

So said John W Gardner,
former secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, about
his
year-old
organization
Common Cause, a national
citizens'
lobby
with
approximately
21.8,000
mem hers, in a lecture given here
last Wednesday.

By GARY FLOYD

(from November 12, 1969)
Arthur C. Clarke, inventor of
the communications satellite and
co-author of the book and film
"2001: A Space Odyssey,"
comes to Wright State on
Monday, November 19 at 3:10
in Oelman Hall Auditorium.

BY JAN DAGLEY
Managing Editor

(from October 26, 1972)

(from May 17, 1972)

Muddy Waters made believers
of an overflow crowd at .Oelman
Auditorium Thursday, October
19. The concert, part of the
Artist and Lecture Series, was
without doubt, one of the most
high-energy blue's. showings this
area has seen in a long time.

Betty Friedan told her
audience at Wright State Friday
that when she wrote THE
FEMININE MYSTIQUE, the
book that started Women's
Liberation, "I sat down after
every chapter was finished and
told myself I must be crazy."
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Student communication organs changt
Being ourselves a part of the student communications
area, many stories of other communication organs have
graced our pages. Accordingly, here are a few of them.

BY WAYNE WENNING

(from November 6, 1972)

Cambiar
returns

Editor of CAMBIAR has now
become Assistant Editor of
NEXUS as part of the merger of
(from September 30. 1970)
the yearbook and literary
After a year's absence Wright · magazine.
State will have a 1970-71
yearbook . The yearbook , called
the Cambiar, will be printed in
limited quantities and will be
available in May. A supplement
(from November 20, 1972)
will come out in late June which
Strikers at the GUARDIAN
will cover graduation and other office have postponed the strike
end-of-the-year activities
pending negotiations.
The Cambiar staff promises an
GUARDIAN staff members
interesting yearbook. Editor decided to st.dke last Fridey,
Karla Thompson says the book issuing a statement of demands
wil have color photographs this
which included a higher subsidi
year and will be approximately academic credit for work on the
250 pages in length. One unusual newspaper, and more journalism
feature will be an enclosed courses.
record. It will be a good quality
Editor Harry
Battson
recording and the subject of the conferred this week with the
recording will be kept a surprise. leaders of the strike and asked
them to join him in his efforts to
work up a proposal to submit to
the University which would
allow academic credit to the
By STU NESTOR
GUARDIAN staff.
News Editor
He also asked them to help
(from August 11, 1971)
him in his proposa1 for more
A financial pinch in student journalism classes. The subsidy
publications has resulted in a situation did not look promising,
reorganization of NEXUS and Battson related, due to the
the dissolving of CAMBIAR, the . current
University budget
University's yearbook.
problems.
Karla Thompson, who was

Staff strikes

Cambiar
goes

Un the air
Radio Station WWSU, which
currently operates on a
closed-current set up in the
basement of the University
Center, could possibly receive its
license from the FCC and be on
the air by next fall if Issue Two
fails, WWSU President Mike Hax
reported.
"The University is currently
holding off (on whether to
spend the $10 000 necessary to
get the station on the air)
pending the Issue Two results,"
Hax commented.
"If Issue Two passes, the
University will be running a large
deficit and the possibility of
getting money from
the
University will be far less
likely"
The radio station will need the
university to kick in $10,000 for
the purchase of a transmitter
with an effective radius of 750
watts, an antenna, and a tower,
plus other equipment, Hax said,
so that the station can get on the
air.

Since the station would be
educational, no commercials
would be carried by WWSU, Hax
said, which means that the radio
station would
not
be
self-supporting.

amages ave een a rge par o the Guardian staff's and
sometimes Cambiar's history. While Editor Ann Maloney was
marrying her managing editor Scott Bowers and Managing Editor Jan
Dagley married News Editor Stu Nestor, Cambiar Editor Karlo
Thompson (above) would soon marry her former managing editor
Pat Moran.
By Joe Kingsley
Guardian Staff Writer

(from January 7, 1970)
The NEXUS is WSU's literary
magazine and is at present
defunct due riot orily to lack of
a staff but vacancies in the
positions of Editor, Arts Editor

AIRWAY
SHOPPING
CENTER

and Business Manager.
The once successful magazine
under the editorship of Mr. Eve
Shelnutt had a breath of hope
again ·publishing when she
returned to her position at the
beginning of this Fall Quarter.
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For ov er 130 ye ar s we've be en us in g
th e w or d "q ua lit y" in ou r ad ve rti si ng . ·
O nc e ag ai n, w e'd lik e to te ll yo u w ha t
w e m ea n by it.

~ Our brew ery in 1844. ~ , . -- ·>- -~--- -~--

Blue Ribbon quality means the best tasting beer you can
get. A quality achieved only by using the finest ingredients
and by adhering to the most rigid of brewing standards.
In Milwaukee , the beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue
Ribbon continues to be the overwhelming best seller
year after year. Blue Ribbon outsells its nearest
competitor nearly five to one. That's why we feel
we've earned the right to challenge any beer.
So here's the Pabst challenge: Taste and compare
the flavor of Blue Ribbon with the beer you're
drinking and learn what Pabst quality in beer
is all about. But don't take our word for it.
Taste our word for it.

Pabst. ·since 1844.
The qualityhas always
co me through.

. ILL . NEWARK . N.J.. LOS ANGELES . CAL . PABST. GA
PABST BREWING COMPANY. MILWAUKEE.WIS . PEORIA HEIGHTS
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Instructors, ·administration clash in ·hearing
by Fr.ank Salsburg
biased, Klein said he wasn't called a Chi-squared test, he said
Dr Laura Adarris, director of discrimination at WSU. In
instructors and challenging the integrity of that the distribution of males freshperson english, and asst cross-examination Reid attacked
English
administrators clashed in a individual members, but the and females making and being chairer of the dept described Adams' credibility.
After
relatively low key meeting of the procedures of selection. "I feel affected by the English efforts by the department to establishing that Adams is
due process hearing board you've handicapped yourselves." department policy, the number recruit women and black leaving Wright State, Reid asked
Monday.
Reid hammered hard on the of women receiving promotions professors. She noted the if a good recommendation was
instructors were charge of discrimination in her and tenure, and the distribution department had offered a not necessary. Restricted by
The
contesting the English opening and closing statements, of women in various ranks at the contract to a black female Reid to a yes or no response,
department's policy of "three . noting Wright State had already University "would not occur by professor who had turned it Adams refused to answer.
Exactly what kind of contract
which restricts · been found guilty of five cases chance."
and out,"
down, and was currently
instructors had was debated
the
instructors to three year of sex discrimination and
in
professor
a
for
advertising
Broughton clarified that such
non-renewable contracts.
warned of a cut off in federal distribution would occur at black studies hoping to attract a throughout the hearing. The
instructors made constant
Representing the instructors at funds if the University fails to random less than five times out qualified black.
the marathon meet ing, which follow its Affirmative Action of one-hundred. In response to
Dr James Gleason, former reference to a "continuing
ran from 2: 30 pm until 10: 30 plan which calls for " actively dept of Health, Education and chairer of the department , said employment agreement," with
pm, was Dayton attorney Lorine recruiting
that because of budgetary special emphasis was on the
promoting Welfare regulations (supplied
and
Reid. Reid alleged that the members of minority groups and him by the instructors), this reasons the last time new faculty agreement's wording which
policy of "three and out" was women."
constituted proof of sex were recruited only instructors states that individuals are
educationally unsound , adopted
were hired. Dr Robert Correale, employed on a continuing basis
The instructors presented discrimination.
of
notice
to
illegally and discriminatory to statistical evidence for their
The administration presented current chairer, said that women subject
women and blacks and in charge of discrimination. Dr testimony of efforts by the were being actively sought for reappointment or tenure. The
violation of the University's own James Broughton, asst professor English department to recruit current openings in the policy violated this agreement
Reid contended, as well as
Affirmative Actions document. of psychology, who teaches women and minorities. Reid had
department.
Associate Provost Dr Jerry statistics, gave a statistical noted the "three year and out"
Adams, during her testimony, removing the instructor's rights
Hubschman , representing the analysis of figures for the policy affects 77% of all females also stated she had never as fully affiliated faculty .
The administration held that
administration, countered by English department and the and 100% of all blacks (one witnessed, experienced, or
instructors had signed one
tl}e
saying that "three and out" was entire University. Using what is person) in the department.
participated in any sexual
year contracts each year, and
adopted in the Spring of 1973
continuing education
any
without any faculty dissension
did not
agreement signed
only in response to
an~
com plaints.
i n st r u ct or
continuing
guarantee
Hubschman
Furthermore,
employment. In cross-examing
continued, three of the
Randall,
Paula
instructor
instructors knew of the policy
Hubschman indicated that the
when hired, that the litigating
instructors shouldn't expect to
instructors were not the only
be rehired just because they are
persons capable of teaching
doing a good job.
freshperson English, and that the
[continued on page 16]
besides being in
pol icy,
concordance with University
procedure, limits terms rather
than discriminates.
entrance.
as Associate editor in the fall, Daily News.
by Tom Snyder
The instructors began their
If Editor Kathy Campbell was
Here, I received my first because of Laura Kear's lack of
Having been a regular member
case with Reid objecting to the
method of selection of the of the Guardian staff for nearly assignment, .to talk to Dr time to serve fully as Managing hampered that year by a tight
budget, she made up for it this
editor.
hearing board, and charging "the ·half of its ten years, I've been Thomas Wetmore.
Fall is always the most year by obtaining foe Guardian's
This was also my first
board is obviously 'packed' by associated with much of its
the administration." A later development during those four encounter with Women's Lib, in difficult time of the year for the best budget ever.
This year, the Guardian has
the form of Managing Editor Jan paper because of the amazing
witness called by Reich, years.
influx of new people. That fall taken another leap with a 12
I first joined the staff in the Dagley.
pJofessor Dr
psychology
At the time, the Guardian was was also the first time that the page issue and our move to the
Sherwin J Klein, stated that the fall of 1971 as a reporter. I
due process document, which he became interested when a high in the middle of a fight with paper went to twice a week, so university composition complex
helped author, intended to school friend of mine, Laura Student Body President Bill getting out a paper was that instead of the high priced one of
our printer's.
provide for challenges a "cause," Kear, who was already on the O'Dell over October Daze. I was much more difficult.
We've had trouble because of
In the Winter, former Sports
but did not state this because staff, told me I could make immediately swept into the
delay in our move until late
the
staff.
the
on
working
money
when
maze
government
student
replaced
Wenning
Wayne
editor
(provided
peremptory challenges
October, and the delay in the
So, without haste, I made my I was made regular reporter of Laura as Managing editor.
for) were thought to imply
If a second person is to be new machines which University
challenges for cause. Klein said way to the Dean of Students Student meetings. No one else
cited for the Guardian's recent Publications was supposed to
"the due process mechanism is a office, and they told me to go to liked to attend them.
Around November, Editor development, it is Wayne. Being receive by fall, but won't get
dismal failure at Wright State," the Guardian's office located in
Harry Battson appointed me a personality with lots of until spring because of waffling
because "the management hasn't the old Gaza house.
After getting lost on the way News editor.
nervous energy, Wayne virtually by the administration.
always acted in good faith. "
more
caused
has
This
Harry's philosophy was pretty took over mine and everyone's
When asked by hearing board there, I retraced my steps and
typographical errors than usual,
member Dr Myrtle Korenbaum, finally arrived at the dilapidated simple; make almost everyone an job.
Harry always maintained a and a little sloppiness around the
why he considered the board structure near the campus' rear editor, and they'll be more likely
to do a lot of work.
degree of aloofness fr'om the edges.
But we continue to conti nue,
This remains a Guardian lower echelon under the editors,
policy, but back then, it was so Wayne was t he main person despite the production restraints
more effective because of our responsible for supervising the that the administration places
by Tracey Jayne Thompson
able to string up some small staff. Now, we have many production of the paper, except upon us.
plain for the editorial pages which
remain
As to evaluation of my reign
A short circuit in an electrical
temporary lights over the card people who
as Editor, I'll leave that to
were Harry's domain.
distribution box on the second catalogues and we hope to have reporters.
If any one person is to be
The Guardian reached its apex others.
floor of the library caused the elevator lights fixed
As to the Guardian 's future, it
made responsible (blamed?) for during the Battson years in the
approx-imately $300 damage to immediately."
is sure to be a totally new and
the box and knocked out all
Frommeyer said a cleaning the Guardian 's development spring of 197 3.
Although we have struggled to different one.
lights on the second floor, the crew discovered the fire about 6 these past four years, it would
The Guardian's top three
equal that apex, we did manage
elevator lif;hts, and the xerox am while they were working in have to be Harry.
I still look upon the two years to develop a regular excellence editors, Managing editor Frank
machine early Tuesday morning. the area, and that their prompt
Dean Ronald ' reaction in turning in the alarm he served as editor as the golden for the paper. Our best issues Salsburg, Associate editor Gary
Library
Frommeyer said the box, which kept the fire from spreading to age of the Guardian. This may only be just barely as good Floyd, and I, will all be
doesn't mean the Guardian as the best issues that spring, but graduating.' Having all of us been
was located by the restrooms, the carpeting or the books.
should be repaired by Tuesday
A spokesperson from the hasn't improved the last two our worst issues are definitely a part of the staff for at least
night or early Wednesday Fairborn Fire department said years. It has ..
better than the worst ones of three years, the Guardian is
liable to become a very different
But Harry Battson's two year that time.
morning. NeCll'ly a dozen circuit the fire was caused by a po~ible
In 73-7 4, we were hampered publication in the years after us.
breakers were melted, and defective receptacle in the reign serves as the basis for all
I'm sure it will continue its
by a very frugal budget from the
Frommeyer said parts would copying room, and that although that follows.
and
quality
for
The year after 71-7 2 began administration. Ads were not as search
have to be ordered from the the fire was out when the fire
come
not
may
We
perfection.
good as they should have been.
General Electric plant in fighters arrived, a C02 very roughly for me at least.
After being lucky enough to
extinguisher was used to prevent
But still, we managed to out every day of the week like
Florence, Kentucky.
"It's okay now that it's light," a new fire from breaking out. go with Harry to the 72 maintain a degree of excellence, some of the bigger Ohio college
Frommeyer said, ' 'but. when it She said ten persons responded Democratic convention, I had to · and with our streaker i~ue, papers. But quality-wise, I think
the gained a large dose of notoriety we rank with the best of them.
all
nearly
handle
gets dark tonight, we'll have a from both fire stations.
organization of obtaining news on the front page of the Dayton
problem. Physical plant will be
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Editor looks back on past four years

Fire strikes Library
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'Company' ·proves to be the most provocative
by Vickie Hodson
Cqmpany by playwright
Stephen Sondheim opened last
weekend in the Creative Arts
Festival Playhouse leaving a
lasting impression of the ·pros
and. cons of modern ·marriage on
the audiences' mind.
The production featured
theatre department veteran Bob
· Bailey as Robert, a confirmed
bachelor in New York City
celebrating his 35th birthday
with his married neighbors. Each
of the five couples viewed
marriage in a different way,
somewhat traditionally , but
usually relating the idea that
people need to be married even
if they aren't really ideal mates
or especially in love.
Many ideas were touched upon
by this ex plorative production.
The basic theme was fou nd in
the title of the play however,
being that people seem to need
peop~

wh~h~

~n~e

m

married, whether they hurt or
help.
Robert
can't seem to
understand why any of the
couples are married because they
are always fighting and not
really communicating with each
other. One couple, upper-class
society types, suffered through
several marriages each only to
find the wife propositioning
Robert while the group was at a
club dancing and .drinking. You

really begin to wond~r 'is that all
there is?'
On the other hand, the five
couples don't understand why
Robert isn't married. They are
constantly extolling the virtues
of marriage to him (while
nitpicking at each other) as the
husbands proclaim "have I gotta
girl for you ."
Of course, the good moments
in marriage are brought out too.
As the husbands sang one tune
called "Sorry-Grateful" I think
many of the married couples in
the audience has reminiscent
thoughts about their particular
situations.
Company is definitely an adult
production which strikes some
very sensitive points. Touching
on the modern problems
encountered such as living
together, smoking marijuana ,
divorce, and children, the play
enjoyed some very funny
moments.
Eric · Spahr's artful direction
made Wright State's first full
musical comedy a success. While
Bob
Bailey
sometimes
overplayed his part, his overall
performance was a refreshing
influence throughout the play.
Having seen some of his previous
acting experiences, he did not let
me down.
The scenery and lighting staff
of the production is to be
congratulated on a very

ingenious set. Featuring each of orchestra, which at best was
the couples in their own first amateur. The greatest problem
and second floor apartments, the was that it usually managed to
out
the
vocal
use of roll-around platforms for drown
~rrangement
of
the
production
the lower apartments allowed
easy center stage accessibility. as well as hit the wrong notes.
Most surprising was the
Another unique feature was the
amount
of skin seen during the
use of an elevator at the back of
play. The cast handled itself well
the set.
The weakest points of the play though, and I am glad to see that
were found in the singing and Wright State theatre is growing
orchestra accompaniment. In a and expanding to such depths.
musical it is crucial to have good The very prudeish were probably
vocal talent , and while Bailey a little surprised at some of the
usu ally fulfilled this area language encountered but it was
respectably , some of the all quite necessary in keeping
supporting cast was lacking. I with the t imes.
was very disappointed in _the
Considering the difficulty in
PRINCETON ,
N
J
(UPI) - Thr ee
P r in cet on
University students are trying to
co nvince administrators t hey
had no in te ntio n of setting up a
campus prostit ution ring.
The 5,000 questionnaires the
Student Creative Dating Service
put out earlier this week, asked:
"Have you ever had VD?" or
" Would you be willing to pay
extra for special dates-harmless
perversions or unusual
activities?"
Women were asked to describe
their "specialties," to state
whether they would be willing
to work for the dating service
and, if so, would they be willing
to use contraceptives.
Dr Henry Drewry, a school

Article did not tell whole story of REO
To the editor:
The University Center Board
would like to inform t he Wright
State Community ; students, .
faculty and staff of the problems
connected with the REO-Mann
Concert scheduled for March 9,

1975.
This letter is a direct response
to the article which appeared in
the March 6th issue of the
Guardian. It was felt by the
Center Board that the article did
not represent all of the factors
involved nor did it explain or
justify the allegations of the
parties involved.
We would like to point out the
following:
.
1 With regards to the "NEC
Rider" term that has been
battered about; A rider is an
addition to a legally binding
contract. In it is contained all
specific data relating to the
event, ie complimentary tickets,
distribution of ticket sales,
methods of payment of artist
etc. It was explained to Mid
West Presentations that Wright
State University had designed a
promoter's agreement which was
modeled after this National
Entertainment Conference
Contract rider. This specific
contract rider was not used
because it is used only between
onr agency and an educational
institution. Therefore, we
utilized our University approved
Promoter's Agreement.
A promoter agreement is a
standard
procedure and
necessary because it is · the
school's assurance that the
promoter has hired security and
secured liability insurance etc. In
essence, it is our legal check to

make sure the event will be ,
ha ndled properly and in
accordance with Wright State
policy. MidWest signed this
promoter agreement with the
University thereby agreeing to
comply with our regulations.
2 Insurance
Contained in Clause 13 of our
mutually signed agreement is the
stipulation that the promoter is
liable for danages incurred in
the facility (WSU Main Gym)
and therefore must secure
liability insurance. It was further
explained to Mid West that they
had to secure their own policy
and because they are not a
University organization, could
not be covered by any insurance
policies WSU has. At a Center
Board meeting held on January
7th, Mid West was informed of
this insurance matter and agreed
to the University's terms.
Susan Stockton, Program
Coordinator, University Center,
gave Tuesday 6 pm March 4th
as the absolute final deadline for
the insurance policy . Bob
Zellmer and Bill Kilgore met
with Susan at that time and
informed her they were unable
to secure any insurance.
Therefore, in accordance with

University policy, the Center
Board approved the cancellat ion
of the concert.
3 The Center Board would also
like to make it clear that they
were not receiving any profit
from this concert. They agreed
to sponsor this event in an effort
to secure a WSU student
discount on the tickets and
make available to them 2/3 of
the potential ticket sales.
4 Another breach of contract
was the lack of a signed contract
on Mann. This was not the main
reason for cancellation but
another one.
5 Of utmost importance is the
fact that Ron Guy had nothing
to do with the REO and Mann
Concert. -Bob Zellmer and Bill
Gilgore were our Mid West
representatives. It was they who
signed our promoter agreement
and Kilgore who signed the artist
contract with REO.
Should anyone still be
confused as to the details, please
contact any Center Board
member in 042A, University
Center or Suan Stockton,
extension 5 23, University
Center

Signed, University Center Board

It's a woman's right to make
he; own decision.
24 hr service, strictly confidential.
No fee.

,._Call

BIRTHRIGHT Counseling
223-3446

spo ke sman ,
said
F r ida y
university au t horit ies would
deci de this weekend whether or
not to take any disciplinary
action against the trio, who have
come under fire also from their
fellow students since the
questionnaires were distributed
through unauthorized use of the
campus mail system.
Many students called the
questionnaires "insulting,
disgusting and improper. "
Drewry said, "There's concern
about the ideas in t hat
questionnaire, but you don't
punish people for ideas."
The three students said they
were serious about the
questions, but never intended to
set up a campus prostitution
ring.

'

.

GIVE

BLOOD FOR
ALEPRECHAUN.
$10 per donation
to celebrate St. Pats Day.
Plasma twice a week. Or
whole blood every 8 weeks.
Mon. -Sat. Free Parking

~blood allialce
165 Helena Street
224-1973

Join the
third biggest
lamityin the
world.
Imagine an order of
22,000 priests and brothers in
73 countries around the world.
(That's a pretty big family.)
But that 's what the
Salesians of St. John Bosco
are all about - a large fam ily
of community-minded men
dedicated to the service of·
'youth. (And no one gets lost.)
In Italy in the 1800's a chance meeting between a poor
priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such
success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the
priest who brought youth back from the streets - and
back to God.
, He reasoned that a program of play, learn and pray would
make useful citizens of the world . He crowded out evil with ·
reason , religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of)
atmosphere of fam ily.
The ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His
work goes on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools,
guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very
human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the
Salesians. This is the way he wanted it. This is the way it is.
The Salesian experience isn't learned - it's lived.

.-----------..,
I

I

For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to :
Father Joseph :affei, S.D.B. Room A- 291

I
1 Sales1ans ~~.~!•.J~~NR~,~~,~~
I
I
I

1I

NY. 10802

I am interested in the Priesthood

Name

0 . Brctherhood 0
Age---

Street Adurers - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·
City

Phone

State

Zip

._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

•

EducaUon

-._

Your Current Job

1

c

fulfilling all the talents required
in doing a musical comedy, the
cast did an excellent job.
Company is definitely the most
provocative production done at
WSU yet. For anyone who is
experiencing varied thoughts on
marriage, it is a must. The play
will definitely present some
relative viewpoints that may
influence one's ideas. Buy
someone you like a ticket.

·

1
1

I

J
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•••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •:
Passover
!
•·

Paswver begins the evening :
of March 26. The Campu s:
Ministry is extending home:
hospital ity to one or both:
Seders to any Jewish student s•
or faculty.

.Grand
basketball

Management
Both undergraduate and
graduate students from all
colleges may apply for
member ship to the student
chapter of the Society for
Advanc ement of Management •
(SAM). For more informa tion
or membership applicat ions,
stop in the Management
floor
• departm ent, fourth
: Allyn hall or see Dr Gordon
Constab le, room 467B Allyn.

!

Veteran's Club

poo l
by Dave Stickel
Guardi an staff is
The
the
consid ering re-naming
to
season
next
pool
ll
basketba
the Randy Zechar hour. For the
third time this winter Zechar
won the pool with 8 qf 10
correct.
Frank Salsburg dominat ed the
Guardian staff of experts for the
second week in a row. The
Managing editor ·struck for 70%
consistency while the rest of us
are hiding in shame.

The Veteran's club is open
and
all v.eteran s
to
non-veterans. The club meets
every Monday in room 118
Millett hall from 3pm-4p m.
Newly elected officers for the
club are Dave Combs,
preside nt; Bill Cherry,
vice-president and Sandy
Thornto n, secretary-treasurer.

All weekly winners should
report to the Guardian office
(046) in the University Center to
fill out your poll ballot before 5
pm on Friday. Here are the past
champs: Randy Zechar, Candy
Gray, Ron Clarke, Pat Roberts ,
Randy Wilson, Andrea Giner,
Good
Doug Trimble.
and
luck . ... .

News
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FINAL EXAMINATION PERIOD
FIRST CLASS MEETING
Monday , Wednesday, Friday Classes
Friday, March 21
8-10 am
8:10 am
, March 17
Monday
am
8-10
9:10 am
March 19
day,
Wednes
pm
0
am-12:3
10:30
am
10:10
20
March
y,
Thursda
pm
0
10:30 am-12:3
11:10 am
21
March
Friday,
pm
0
am-12:3
10:30
12:10 pm
Monday , March 17
1-3 pm
1:10 pm
Friday, March 21
3:30-5:3 0 pm
2:10 pm
, March 17
Monday
pm
0
3:30-5:3
3:10 pm
Tuesday , Thursda y Classes
Tuesday , March 18
8-10 am
8:15 am
Thursda y, March 20
am
8-10
9:45 am
Wednes day, March 19
pm
1-3
am
11:15
, March 18
Tuesday
1-3 pm
12:45 pm
March 20
y,
Thursda
pm
1-3
2:15 pm
18
March
,
Tuesday
pm
30
3:30-5:
3:45 pm
hold
will
pm
10
to
pm
4
at
ng
(beginni
Classes
1 Evening
final examina tion during the period March 17 through
March 20, 1975.
2 Saturda y classes will hold their final examina tions on
Saturda y , March 15, 8 to 10 am.
3 Final examina tions will be held at the above specifie d
times, based upon the first usual class meeting of the week.
In cases with multiple times, the first meeting is regarded as
the first class meeting.
4 Schedul ing conflict s are to be resolved by the departm ent
nearest the beginning of the alphabe t.
5 Mathem atics commo n examina tion will be held on
Wednes day, March 19, from 8-10 pm.
6 Comput er Science Commo n Examin ation will be held
Monday , March 17, from 10:30 am to 12: 30 m.

x

A
M

Shorts~ Irish Music

:
:
:
•

writer,
Gr a i nne Yeats,
lecturer and perform er of
Irish music, will appear at
Wright State University at 8
pm today in the Concert hall
of the Creative Arts Center.
The concert is open to the
public without charge as part
of WSU's Artist and Lecture
.
senes.

•

Phi Eta Tau

...

Phi Eta Tau is sponsor ing
: an ice skating party at
• Winterland on Shiloh Springs :
Road from 11 pm to 1 am:
Saturda y, March 22. Cost is:
$3 per couple, which include s:
skates. Phi Eta Tau membe rs:
attendin g the April 1 meeting :
will be reimbursed $1.50. The:
party is BYOB with set-ups:
•
provided.

Far
from the

madding
crowd
it

ain't~

Art Sale
The Greene county Cancer
society is presenting an art
sale Saturday in the upper
the
in
hearth lounge
University Center at 8 pm.
The pictures will be on
exhibit at 7 pm. AdmisSion is
$1.50. There will also be
refreshments.

Sign Questionnaire
An opinion survey is being•
conducted to - sample the
opinion of the Wright State
Univer sity commu nity
concerning the propose d signs
to be placed at the universi ty
entrances.
Tables will be located at the
University Center, Wright
Station, and in front of Allyn
lounge. Students will be
carrying surveys to some of
their classes.
If any studen ts are
interested in helping to
circulate the survey please
contact Greg Stewart thru
Caucus or Ombuds er officers.
All member s of the
university commu nity that
have any opinion can fill out
the survey.

...... ...... ...... .....

And that' s one of the best thing s about Wright Station. Like,
it's convenient. With good ,food . Fast Service·. And it doesn't
cost much . After all, can all those other students be wrong?
University Food Services

s
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English hearing

that the instructorship is an
Whissen ~id he had many between good, competent paper
internship, and after three years complaints while freshperson graders and a teacher of
its potential for the individual English · director about .. the composition," said Whissen.
and the University is exhausted, instructors, and none f about
The hearing board, particularly
so that both ·sides are better · teachers of professorial rank . " A Korenbaum seemed puzzled by
served by a change.
PhD makes the difference· this contention. She quizzed

[Continued from p 13]
The manner in which the
policy was adopted was also the
subject Qf much contention·
Randall , in her testimony, said
she had not participated in t he
policy decision or received
anything in writing about it until
July 1974. She described efforts
in the fall of 197 4 by instructors
to change the policy and said
they had received a letter saying
the English department's tenure.
faculty had reconfirmed the
policy.
Katherine
Rosenbaum,
another instructor, said that to
her knowledge, instructors were
not involved in the decision. She
said that the only time it was
mentioned, in the spring of
197 3, it got negat ive reaction
I
from the instructors.
The English department and I
Dean of Liberal Arts Eugene I
Cantelupe gave a different I
chronology of the decision. As I
described by Dr Tom Whissen , I
from 1970 to 1973, director of I
fresh person English Gleason, I
Correale, and Cantelupe, the I
subject first arose because of I
instructor protests that the year I
I
by year
co ntracts were
I
'inh u ma ne .'
According to
I
Whissen he presented a pro posal
I
to · the freshperson english
I
com m it tee,
whi c h had I
instructors as members, that was I
sim ilar to what t he instructors I
are asking now, but it was I
rejected by the c o mm~ttee.
I
Gleaso n said that after the I
May 11, 197 3 department I
meeting he asked all tenured I
faculty to stay , since they I
constituted the Promotion, I
Ten u re
and
Retention I
committee whose job it was, by I
tradition, to decide such a I
policy. The tenured faculty I·
adopted the current policy, and ,I
Gleason says he announced it JI
verbally to t he instructors at a
June 6 meet ing. The two I
instructors not at t hat meeting, 1
Randall and Nina Saru (also a
party of the complaint), Gleason
says were informed.
I
Correale, who was present at I
the June 6 meeting, said at that I
time many instructors indicated I
they were happy with the fact I
_they were no longer on one year I
contracts.
I
The instructors and the I
administration differed on the I
power of the Promotion, Tenure I
and Retention committee .to act I
as it did. The administration I
contended that, by tradition, the
committee had the right to do so
and it did not fall under the I
definition of policy in the I
English department's plan of I
organization. The instructors I
stated that the committee had I
the right to decide individual I
matters of retention, but general I
policy was up to the entire I
department.
The final point of contention -I
was the academic qualifications
of the instructors.
In her "testimony Randall 1
summarized the instructors I
position. "They feel we're I
somehow inferior to them." I
Reid bore down hard on the I
point that the policy of "three
and out" discouraged instructors
from growing in their job and I
was detrimental to the best I
teaching of freshperson English.
The administration contended

1-----fmt_______________-1___

Whissen on the logic of replac~ng
th e MA' s with
fr esh
inexperienced ones, after he had
said t hat instructors make
mistakes.

--------------- - --~--i

1 IIyo_
u think Kodak i
i isiust pretty pictures, I
i youought to have
I your chest examined.
I
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When a chest x-ray shows that you have a
potential.killer like TB or cancer, it's not a pretty
picture. But it's an important picture because it
can help the doctor detect and catch the killer
in time. ·
When doctors are out to catch these patential killers, they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray
films they can get. And that's why people at
Kodak spend so many hours creating new and
better x-ray film equipment. Already, the results
include convenience for the patient, economy
for the hospital, an even more useful tool for the

radiologist-and, most important, reduced radiation exposure.
Researching and creating better x-ray films
is good for our business, which is why we went
into them in the first place. But it does our society good, too-which isn't a bad feeling. After all,
our business depends on· our society-so we
care what happens to it.
•
'' ·

Kodak
Mo-- t•han a bUSl•n•ss.
••
•
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I
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For Sale
1969 FOUR DOOR hard top
Renault R-10, 50,000 miles,
30-36 mpg, big dent on left
rear. Needs goodhome. $300.
Call 225-4111 3:00-11:00
Sun thru Thurs. Ask for
Dennis. 2-27-6

MOBILE HOME 50'x10' air
conditioner and large awning.
.C ompletely furnished.
:$2800 .. 859-4897 2-27-4

FOR SALE: Luggage carrier
for VW $15; camera
Polaroid land pack- 2, $15;
Shotgun- 12 gauge pu~p
st;evens. $35. 27 4-6010. 3-3·-3
60" STEREO, BSR turntable
~M- FM radio ext speaker
~o nnect ions . $ 250 best offer
878-7648 after 7 pm before
noon. Ladies watch $15,
Enc yc lop edia American,a,
1969 edition with annuals,
$200 best offer 878-7648 •
after 7 pm before noon. 3-6-2

LINDY INK pens $5.28/doz
save $3 . 69 cents value, Bic
ink pens $4.08/doz save 60
cents 39 cents value; Lindy
felt-tip pens $6.00/doz save
$ 2. 2 8 69 cents value.
878-7648 before noon, after
7 pm. 3-6-2
A-1
MUSTANG,
1973
mileage,
low
condition,
power steering, automatic
transmission , 17 mpg. Make
offer. Call 493-3795. 3-6-6

FOR SALE- Tires: G 78-14.
Like new. 2 for $45, 3 for
$55. See Dave, room 224B in
the dorm or call 433-5250.
3-6-6
radio.
VW AM
253-7058. 3-6-2

Peter

MINI-HOOVER WASHER
and ·Dryer, $200.00 or best
offer. E-xcellent
condition 372-4519 after
5:00. Good for apartments.
2-24-6
66 DODGE , ps, pb, air, new
tires and brakes. Best offer.
Call after 8: 30 pm 254-3936.
2-20-6

1972 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, ps, pb, air cond, .
4-door, brown with tan vinyl
top, white deluxe interior,
new transmission. Must sell,
best offer. 298-5747. 2-27-6

Two
SALE:
FOR
"Minimus-2" 2-way compact,
8 ohm stereo speaker system.
Practically brand new. $40
for the pair. Call 429-1819.
74 CB 360 Honda. Mint
condition. Many extras. $950
433-8973. 2-20-6

Guardian
Classifieds

1965 OLDS F-85 Ex mech
condition. New tires. Bette
looks and runs real good.
278-5181. 3-6-2

FOR SALE: Stereo FM
Receiver for auto . $35 Call
Mary 767-7791 T, Th am.
3-6-3
1968 BUICK Lesabre, 4 door,
i>ower steering, power brakes,
14 mile per gallon, $500 firm.
845-1422.
t69 NOVA 6 cyl, ps, low
mileage 236-1118.

73 CHEVY Van 350 VS
automatic, positraction, all
equipm en t ,
heavy -duty
AMFM 8 track stereo. $ 2800
Good contifam. 890-0977

WEDDING GOWN. Beautiful
white lace, long train , veil,
size 10 $20. 890-3821
(mornings best)

MOVIE CAMERA and lenses.
Bell & Howell 8 mm
magazine type camera with
Bell & Howell standard lens,
and Elgett telephoto and
wide-angle lenses, plus leather
carrying case-$30 890-3821
(mornings best)

350cu
7 3 CA M ARO
Black-black int, excellent
cond , best offer 859-3975 or
859-7317

FOR SALE: Emily Stereo
Speaker Unit- New from
King Research. 2-12" woofers
enclosed in large base box ,
having left and right speaker
enclosures on each side of
base box with a 5" midrange
and horn tweeter in each ( 3
speakers instead of 2)
Reasonably priced! Contact
David Hunt- Dorm rm 220
Ph 426-9111

12 X 60 Buddy mobile home.
Carpet, air, skirting. New
Carlisle area. $4800.
Negotiable. 845-9009.
AMP LI FI ER-FENDER,
"Vibralux" reverb amplifier.
$200 (2-10" speakers) Also
"Foxx" wawa reddle, with
volume control, New cond
($50) 293-3653
1968 YAMAHA 350 in very
good condition, comes with 2
helmets plus extras. $425 Call
859-7884
4 PRO STOCK wheels. Good
condition, No rust. Look just
like cragars. $100 or best
offer. Call 223-2040

Rooms
APARTMENT FOR rent. 2
bedroom, 2 bathroom, all
appliances except washer &
dryer. Carpeting. Kettering
area. Phone 434-9696 after 6
pm. 2-24-tfn

HUBER N 2 bdrm apt,
washer, dryer, refrigerator,
stove and disposal. Water and
garbage paid! Rent $1 4 0.~0
Deposit $100.00 . Call Bill
Ochs 2365241. 2-27 -4
ROOMMATE- ATTE NDANT
wanted to share home with
handicapped student. Near
campus. Rent free + $. Male
or female; liberal atmosphere.
Call Roger at 879-2282
2-27-6
HOUSE MATE wanted. $50
month + utilities. Off Wayne
Ave, Dayton by Rte 35 exit.
Call 25 2-1994 anytime.
2-17 -tfn

ROOMMATE
MALE
wante-Fairborn, 5 miles
from Wright State. $28 +
utilities / month.
share
878-2875. 3-3-6
IN EXCHANGE fo,r room
and a small salary I'll help
plant your garden and do
chores around your farm.
Leave name and number.
Brenda. No fanatics. I'm an
easy going person. ext 618
3-6-2
FEMALE
WANTED
roommate to share large
house in Huber Heights. $60
plus utilities. Call 233-9646.
3-6-2
HELP TO ASSIST
handicapped student. Need
someone to write what I
dictate and to drive on
weekends. Have extra room if
person wants to live in. 20
minutes from WSU.
23~6231.

WANTED-SOMEONE
interested in helping a 9th
grader with Math. Fees can be
discussed. 376-2267. 3-6-6
ROOM AVAILABLE in
Fairborn with or without
kitchen privileges. Available
March 28, call 878-1517.
HOME, NEW, ranch style, in
Englewood. Two bedrooms,
living room, dining area, large
kitchen with built-ins, one
and 1h baths, large family
room, carpeted garage, patio.
$ 200 Eves, weekends
836-7693

Rides
Spring
WANTED
RIDE
Quarter, Thursday night from
Marlin Hgts area, Butler Twp
(near Ramada Inn). Call

890-9555 after 5.

3~-4

TYPING DONE fvi faculty
and students. You write it.
I'll type it. Papers, theses, etc.
Qualified. Call . N~,JlCY Reach·
,277•2319 . teoq

TO and from
RIDER
FEMALE
ATTENTION
Colorado wanted. Leaving
music or ex-music students! I
March 19-21 and returning
would like to buy or rent a
the 31st. Help with gas. Call
long black crepe dress used in
434-5382, ask for Dan or / the music department's vocal
298-3.642, ask for Mark. 3-6-6
and instrumental groups. If
you have a size 7 to 11 which
you would like to dispose of
WOULD LIKE a ride next
call
please
profitably,
quarter for an 8 am class.
399-8372. Ask for Joy
Live in the Brown St area
(Springfield-cost · of
close to Miami Valley. Will
long-distance call will be
help pay for gas. 222-3998
refunded to you). 3-6-~,

, Lost
and Found
LOST FEB 27 , 197 ~ gold
bracelet with purple stone.
Reward offer. Avon bracelet.
276-3367. 3-6-2

Miscellaneous
BASEBALL
WAN TED :
cards, yearbooks, autographs
from 1965 and before. Paying
cash! Items must be in good
condition. Call Tim 323-1787
2-27-4

AFRICAN TRADE bead
necklaces. Assorted sizes and
designs-call 879-0357 . Ask
for Alan 3-3-tfn
EXPLORER POST 72 in
Fair born needs female
advisors, 21 or older, for its
outdoor activities on a
volunteer basis. For more
information, contact Ray
Wylam, 878-3235, after 6
pm.

ALL POWER to the
imagination! The Wright
State Student's Union is
forming discussion and study
groups on the future of
Socialism in America, its
history , strategy, tactics and
the politics of the personal.
For more info call 22~- 7 398
.P HOTOGRAPHER:
SPECIAL I TIES-weddings.
For more information, call
256-1593. Steve Kenney.
teoq
EMBROIDERY, SEQUINS,
studs, patches. Designs on
jeans, . jackets, purses, hats,
whatever! Reasonable rates!
Call Terri-263-3130. If not
there leave name and number.
Help support a poor starving
artist! 3-6-tfn

here's a sign
TO ANDY:
of your very own. Love, Judy

'

DOES SOMEBODY have
" Lifestyle" magazine issue no
4? Th is magazine was
discontinued , it 's a lot like
"Mother Eart h" is today.
Leave name and number. I'll
pay good price. ext 618
Brenda 3-6-2
BICEN T ENNIAL
ANNIVERSARY-Join the
Bicentennial
People ' s
Committee. Help form a
Coll,lmittee of Correspon
dence here at Wright State.
For more information call
Jim at 25~-4819.
IN THE 60's there was the
student movement, in the
70's there is the socialist
movement. What is socialism?
Will it work in America. The
Wright State union is forming
discussion and study groups
on Socialism in America. For
more info call 222-7 398. All
power to the Imagination.
3-6-2
FREE TO good home.
F~male calico cat, spayed and
declawed. Not quite a year
and a half old. 836-4997.
3-6-6
every
SHED ,
THE
Wednesday, 5 cent hotdogs
roasted over the fireplace.
2-13-8
WANTED: SKI boots, sizes
1 H 'z -121/2 , needed
from
before spring breaJr. Call
890-4683. 3-6-3
BIKE REP AIRS, fast &
Bike
Call
r ea so nab le.
America, 298-4366 . 3-6-10

WILL ANYONE having tapes
for Dr Batra's biology
lectures for February 18-20
please contact Pam at
254-5842. Will pay.
FREE TO good home,
black persian
beautiful
housecat. Spayed. Call Judy
ext 371.
SAXOPHONE INSTRUC
TION, technique of modern
jazz improvisation taught.
Interpretation of "standard"
tunes will be explored also.
Forms of experimental
composing,
approach,
harmony will be pursued, if
Marek Roosa
desired.
293-3653
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And the building opening this month is.

• •

With foresight the Guardian could have taken an unidentifiable construction picture in
1965 and reused it since then. James Rhodes promised {what didn't he promise) $30
million for construc~ion at WSU in 12 years. Altho·ugh inflation has shrunk that in real
dollars to $1.98 there is still a lot invested in buildings around here. The only thing is,
they never seem to get done on time.

Construction begins on Phase II
(from April 2, 1965)

A ground-breaking ceremony
was held Thursday for the Phase
II.
Among the dignitaries taking
part in the ceremony were
Governor Rhodes, Dr. John D.
Millet, Chairman of t he Board of
Regents of the State of Ohio ,
Dr. Novi ce G. Fawcett, President
of Ohio State university Genral
Bradley, Commander of the Air
Force Logistics Command, S.C.
Allyn, Co-Chairman of the fund
raising committee for our
university, Fred White, Business
Manager and Mike Weaver,
student senate president.
Governor Rhodes said, "We're
going to ask that this be an
independent university by July
of 1967 ." He said he expects
$30 million dollars worth of
capital equipment to be in place
on this campus in the next 7 -12
years.
Dr. Millet, Chan.cellor of the
Board of Regents, commented
t hat the fu ture prospects here
are unlimited as are the
prospects fo r what can and must
b ~ done fo r higher education.
S.C. Allyn, a member of the
Ohio State Board of Truste~s

remarked that the cooperative
effort of Miami and Ohio State
universities has been unique in
higher education.
· Dr. Fawcett, President of Ohio
State university said Ohio State

university is committed to the
fo r mation of a science
curriculum at Dayton Campus
and this is "the beginning of the
f u 1 fill men t
of
this
commitment."

(fro m No vember 3, 1971)

research center mostly came
from a bequest in the will of
John Brehm , who once owned
part of the land where Wright
State is located, that stipulated
that some of the money he left
to WSU be used for the
construction for a building to
study the environment.

W eather Ia b to be bUI·1t
The environment has become
quite a bit lik e the
weather--everybody talks about
it, but nobody does anything.
Wright State University may in
the future not only be doing
something about cleaning up
Mother Earth, but also have a
new environmental research
building. If final plans now being
submitted to the state architect
and the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare are
approved , WSU will break
ground for a new $600,000
facility that will house all
projects concerning ecology on
campus.
If all goes well, bids will be let
by the end of the year by one
story, L-shaped structure that
will fit around the back and side
of Oel man Auditorium.
Funds for the environmental

Library, Creative.Arts delayed again
harry battson
editor emeritus
(from June 21, 1973)

Another strike in the building
trade has delayed completion of
the library and creative arts
complex by " about 30 days,"
according to Robert Marlow,
director of campus planning and
construction.
The strike by the ·1ocal
ironworkers union lasted eight
days, but Marlow said it would
,~---------------,probably be another week

n

rescheduled its move from inch bronze plated glass was sent
Millett to the new library back to be tempered on the
building for the week of August advice of a consultant after the
4. The move had originally been first panes fell out, but the glass
slated for Jun~ 18-22.
is st ill falling.
"There could still be further
"The center is warming up
delays ," caut ions Ronald before the extremities," sayd
Frommeyer, director of the Marlow, " and this creates certain
library, and he says the August 4 thermal stesses in.side which the
start ing date is " optimistic."
glas s a ppar e ntl y can 't
The library would not reopen withstand."
until Augu st 13 if the move
began on schedule.
F rommeyer believes "the

Quad is into
I ~;[~;:e~h:n!~~a~~:~ryc~:; l~~~ ~~~es:h.v;~a~~.'." w~~~h~:~ee~ heavy rock

I TLflf{j)ToJ (0) /OJ%) fYI t;;Jf,;J
I LtiJf.Y/l/U/.JU~/JU. /j\/ LJ lJ /f!!::, I
@'7?(0:)IfrQ f?<e ~ ~ h\ f\/I
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l'VOt only construction, but also construction workers have been a
large part of WSU and the Guardian. Here, some workers are seen
climbing around the unfinished Creative Arts Commons.

by strike, " normally requires

falling out of the windows in the

two days to make up. "

library building.

The library. has tentatively

Marlow explains that all the 1h
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(from February 27, 1968) ·
Fred White, is currently- making
The Board of Trstees has given an application to the Ohio
l the right to build dormitories to Department of Public Works. to
' the Vir-Mar Realty Company of • prepare for construction
Dayton at no cost to the State easements which would, after
of Ohio or the University. The official approval, allow the
resident facilities will be a self company to install sewer and
supporting operation and will water lines across certain
j hold the grounds of the twenty
University lands. Once approval
' acre lot west of Allyn Hall. The has been made, the project and
current plans call for two proposed easements will go back
tower-like structures to be to the Board of Trustees for
completed some time next year. consideration.
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Residence Hall
Resident Assistant
Applications for the 1975-76 academic year are
available in the Dean of Students Office, 111
Millett Hall.
Application deadline March 28, 1975

A·1 VW Service, 5950 North Dixie Drive. Engine Rebuilding
$200. Valve Grinding $110.95. Tuneup $20.95. Above in
cludes parts and labor. WSU ID 10% off. We service other
makes and models. 898-5702

Wright State's business manager,

HOAGIE'S

Fashion Designers
Boutique
Blouses,
Turquoise and
other Jewelry,
Ceramics and Gift!:
142 N BROAD ST
FAIRBORN
878-9200

(from Sep tember 29, 1969)

Where did it come from? What
is the purpose of the WSU
" monolith?' How did it get
there?
Since
its • mysterious
appearance several weeks ago ,
students, faculty and staff have
been wondering about the
gigantic boulder that now sits on
the corner of Founder's Quad.
The GUARD I AN has
discovered the answer! The
boulder was uncovered by Plant
Director, Mr.. Marlowe while
road work was being done. It
was Mr. Marlowe's idea that it be
used for a plaque to honor all
those who have contributed to
WSU' s
founding and

Pl~;:m~~USE

4824 Airway Rd.
on Airway at Woodman Dr.
252-9929

FEATURING MEXICAN AND
ITALIAN FOODS.
"Try our famous Hoagie Sandwich"

81V1V130

3VAO

Is this ad inside out?

Center tunnel okayed
BY LAURA KEAR
Managing Editor
(from November 13,1972)

The

University
trustees
the construction of a
tunnel connecting the Founder's
Quadrangle and the University
Center complex at their regular
meeting held Wednesday. ·
The work on the 800 foot
tunnel will begin next summer,
according to Robert Marlow,
director of campus planning and
construction.
authoriz~d

Tunnel

to

The tunnel will be paid for out
of the $850,000 appropriated
this year for renovations and
utilitie.s. ,The basement and first
floor of Millett Hall, now
housing the library, will be
converted to offices and
classrooms when the new library
building is completed early next
year.
Additional elevators in Allyn
and Fawcett Halls will be
constructed with the funds.

Center killed

handicapped students but for
ready accessibility to the
University Center, the Resident
(from June 21, 1973)
When the snow falls next hall and the Physical Education
winter, it will still be.falling on building."
With a tunnel, Pollock would
travelers between the University
Center and the Quad because the expect "greater use made of the
proposed tunnel has been, at Center, the Phys Ed building,
When the phys ed l)uilding was built, its purpose was stated as primarily educational. Now, everything
least temporarily, eliminated the dining facilities." "It would
from concerts to circuses ..are staged in it. This is a shot of how messy the pool was before it was shaped
from construction plans.
also make a shorter run to
The tunnel went out for bid classes for wheelchair students, into its final Olympic form.
along with the renovation of which is important when
Millett hall, but when renovation wheelchairs are run on battery
costs came in 30 percent over power," he said.
another there is at least a 200 space will be full by the time of
University estimates, the tunnel
"The tunnel," sayd Patricia
By STU NESTOR
per cent increase in shelf space. its completion. "We anticipate
was "lost," according to Acting Marx, director of handicapped
(from June 30, 1971)
But
when we move there will be to be in compact storage shortly
President Fred White.
services, "would certainly make
Wright State's new five million
after completion of the building
)n}y a 50 per cent increase."
White insisted that "every it a lot easier for students to get dollar library when completed in
Library figures show that this in '73."
possible means of getting funds" to the main campus, particularly December of '7 2 will be
Concerning the number of
increase is expected to be
for the tunnel would be tried. in bad weather," but she feels inadequate in shelf space two
seats in the ~ building, Ellison
The proposed tunnel would that "it is not central to the years Jater and its seating absorbed by 1975 when the
remarked that "the · present
projected growth of volumes will
capacity will probably
have run from the lower hearth handicapped program."
be
building can seat 700 students,
reach
400,000. The shelf
She described the tunnel as inadequate · for the University's
lounge of the University Center
and you know how in the Fall
capacity of the new library will
"very costly" and stressed that present needs.
to Fawcett hall.
there have been times whe"' all
be
400,000 volumes. But John
According
there
to
are
Richan~.
other
"priorities
Ward,
0
which
Edward
Pollock,
the seats are full. I question
an educational institution has to Assistant Professor of Library W. Ellison, Assistant Director of
vice-preside nt
of student
whether the 300 seat increase in
Administratio n, "when libraries The Media Resources Services
services, said there is "a place before a tunnel."
t he
new
Ii brary
will
be
move from one building to
fears the new library's shelf
dt•sperate need, not only for
sufficient."
by harry battson
editor emeritus

New library shows inadequacy signs

Wednesday-Rathskellar
Niakel
Pop (10 oz.)
~~ . All Day

$~
~

univ9rsity

Thursda y-Wrigh t Station
Spaghetti & Garlic Bread

food

654'

SBrvi~QS
Week of
March 17
presents

Complimentary

Monday 7:30 am~9:30 am
Tuesday 9:30 am-11:3 0 am
Wednesday 1:00 pm-3:0 0 pm
Thursday 3:00 pm-5:0 0 pm
Friday 7:30 am-9:3 0 am

Wednes day-U. Center Cafeteria
"End of Quarter Buffet"
Featuring ·
Carved Steamship
Round of Beef
$2.00

Coffee

5:00 pm-6:3 0 pm

In Addition
the following items will be available in the Center Cafeteria
"-.short order line) Monday thru Friday 5 pm-6:15 pm
London Broil
.French Fries Salad

Fish & ·Chips

$1.95

$1.19

Cole Slaw

Double Cheeseburger
French Fries

$.99
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You go to school at Southwestern Ohio
Dayton campus billed by Whalen

If student power was a reality in 1965 you would be
going to the University of Southweste rn Ohio. That's one
of the tidbits we gleaned from the early Guardians when we
and 'USO' were undergoing growing pains. On second
thought 'USO' would be an appropriate title since a song
and dance is what students get most of the time.

(from October 6, 1965)
In February of 1965, Ohio
state Senator Charles Whalen
(Rep-Dayto n) conceived a bill
whose purpose was to make the
Dayton Campus an independen t
university .
The
senator
organized a sixteen-member
committee con sist ing of
prominen t
Dayton
area
businessme n and educators.
Whalen,
a
Professor of
Economics at the University of
Dayton, reported that the
committee had unanimously
agreed to include in the bill a
suggestion designating " Wright
Brothers University" as the
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It was late in the first school year when the Guardian appeared at
the Dayton Campus of Ohio State and Miami University. Back then
the campus was on a tri-mester system so a March 19 issue was not
over quarter break. Although it started out as a weekly it soon
degenerated to a bi-weekly, then a sometimes weekly. The
newspaper folded regularly its first three years, but the name stayed
the same, and that along with the shared staff gave a thread of
continuity to the operation. In its very first issue an editorial stated:
"The policy of the Guardian will be to inform the students of
Dayton Campus in all areas pertinent to contemporary interests and
problems . ..

w
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Dorm rooms $420
BY J. GAYLOR
Staff Writer
(from July 29, 1970)
Question: "What one addition
do you think could be added to
improve Wright State?"
Answer: "DORMS!"
Right! Good idea, dorms!
Okay. So now WSU has
dorms -but to the surprise of
many no one to put in them.
Only 80 spaces out of 300 have
been reserved for Fall, 1970.
Why? The main reason is due to
the high cost--$420 a quarter.
(This d o es not
include
registration fees.)
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senator Sue Sweet
Whalen with
requesting the
University of
Ohio."

had presented
a petition
name. "The
Southwestern

WSU gets independence
(from Septem ber 19, 1967)
Thursday, October 5, when
the Gavel hits the block at the
meeting of the Wright State
Advisory Board and the
chairman announces the coming
to order of the first meeting of
the Wright State University
Board of Trustee s the
long-awaited independenc e of
this institution will be realized.
Last Friday John D. MilletL,
chancellor of the Ohio Board of
Regents, proposed a resolution
to the Board of Regents that
Wright State Campus of Miami

The

I

Guardian

\.
i

University and the Ohio State
University be made independent.
The Board voted an 8-0 majority
to
create Wright State
University.
President Golding, Fred White,
Business Manager and Alton
Brown,
director
of
communicat ions, were present
to witness the passing of the
resolution. The resolution must
now only be signed by the
Governor and it will b left to
the Board of Trustees to
convene.
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Beginning in the fall of 1967 tht ·.· iardian achieved some stability
as a true biweekly The flag (that's _: Jumalese for front page name)
underwent frequent change and for awhile earned the WSU seal,
upside down. The seal was later i - ~ '1ted and a logo added of an
armored knight (the Guardian??) hotdng a sword between his (her)
feet-the sword of truth. Despite seti:zcks like these the Guardian
grew into a weekly of eight pages. In the fall of 1970 one of
innumerable moves of the office location (we've had aobut 6 or 7)
hit a snag and with r,o office the editor, Ann Bowe-rs, went on strike..
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(from December 11, 1967)
A barage of mail favoring the
merger of Central state with
Wright
State university ,
prompted an official report from
Gov. James A. · Rhodes, last
Friday.
The decision was issued by
John McElroy , a Rhotles aide,
after the governor had received
mail urging a merger.
According to the report the
governor advised all those who
wrote him about the merger that
such action is the prerogative of
the state legislature. He further
stated that any administrative
suggestion for the merger would
have to come from the Board of
Regents.
There was no report on how
many or from whom the letters
came. McElroy estimated there
were a dozen or so letters.

permanent name for the Dayton
Campus. The decision in favor of
Wright Brothers University came
a scant four hours after a group
of students led by student

WINE
ICE

Great Skate . . .
it's twice as much fun!
• Open Skating on twin
rinks (ice & roller)
• Ice & Roller Skating
Lessons
• Private & Fund-Raisin g
Parties
For moite information , call

8 rook's
Auto Sales
4851 A irway Rd .

252-8210

433-2116

-•

w~
Rt725
1/z mile east of Dayton
Mall

We have a
Fine selection
of used cars

First class
graduates
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GUA RDI AN
Blacks are no
longer niggers

By Frank Gray
Guardian Staff Writer

(from June 31 1968)
Co mmencement ceremonies
for
Wrig h t
State's first
graduating class were held
Sunday, June 23rd on Founders
Quadrangle. A total of 356
students from the university's
graduate school, schools of
Busine ss Administrat ion,
Educat ion, Liberal Arts, and
Science and Engineering received
degrees.
The invocation was given by
the Rev. George Lucas of Bethel
Baptist church and member of
the Wright State Board of
Trustees.
Before the presentation of
diplomas, President Golding
shared his thoughts with the
class. He began by first
ex pressing his "pleasure and
pride in being privileged to
preside over this first
commencemen t, at Wright State
University
an opportunity
which comes but once."

Colleges
create d
(from June 2, 1971)
On May 27, the WSU Board of
Trustees changed the names of
four teaching divisions to the
colleges effective July 1.
The board established the
C o lleges of Liberal Arts,
Education, Science and
Engineering, and Business
Administration. Three divisions
still
exist:
Continuing
Education, Graduate Studies,
and the new University Division
which is concerned with the
special problems of freshmen
and new students.
President Brage Golding, in
presenting the name change
proposal to the board said,
"These changes ... reflect the
growth of Wright State into the
status of mature university."
The board named Frederick A.
White, WSU Vice President and
Treasurer, secretary of the
board. He replaces William
Ingler, who _resigned that post
because of other commitments.

..)'fa lllf wiWtt

(from December 15, 1971)

Dorm
BY STU NESTOR
News Editor

(from June 2, 1971)
Noise, disruptions and
$10,000 in damages last year at
Wright State's dorm has resulted
in the establishment of a
pe ~·manent Residence Director
who will live in the dorm.
Along with changes in
management, there will be
financial changes as well. Room
and board is to go up $25 per
quarter from $420 to $445.
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In the fall of 1971 the Guardian began a brief flirtation
with the broadsheet, the size of most newspapers. The following
year it reverted to tabloid size and became a twice weekly
newspaper. To condition people to the idea Battson started
publishing one issue a week on colored paper. Charges of yellow.
journalism abounded, then pink journalism, green journalism. By the
spring the color was abandoned and the current Guardian front page
picture of Dick Gregory, and a flal! style borrowed from another
college newspaper.

Stude nts question pres
(from March 11, 1970)
Dr. Gold ing met with the
students in the Lower Hearth
Lounge of the Student Center
on Wednesday
March 4.
Questions on several problems
were brought up despite the fact
that less than a dozen WSU
students attended the monthly
session.
The first topic discussed
concerned the campus parking
situation. Less faculty parking
space and diagonal parking in
one-way lanes head the lest of
desired
improvements. An
appeals committee set up earlier
to handle parking complaints has
failed to act constructively on
submitted suggestions. Dr.
Golding welcomes any new

Fight ensues in dorm
Fout Wright State students,
residents of the dormitory,
sustained only minor injuries
early Tuesday morning in a
confrontatio n with five
non-students who had entered
the room in which they were
watching television.

Speaker concerned

Wright Sta te Un iversit y

\ o/ 9: '"'"" 17

Charles J Smith, Francis Vail,
Marsha Halterman, and Randy
Maggard were in Smith's room
watching a football game when
five still unidentified black males
walked in and asked for beer and
cigarettes.
"I told them we didn't have
any beer, but I gave one of the
guys a cigarette," recounted
Maggard.
A verbal argument followed,
then a fight. "They had us up
against the wall , throwing
punches and beer bottles at us,"
Maggard asserted
Wright State security officers
appeared at the scene, but since
they had not seen anyone being
hit, no arrests could be made.
Maggard told the GUARDIAN
that all four of the persons
struck would file assault and
battery charges in Fairborn
Municipal court.

suggestions designed to ease the
enormous problem which grows
larger every day.
Other questions dealt with
expansion of Student Union
facilities to help meet next
year's residential needs, and a
proposal to reviatalize campus
security
measures.
Also
emphasized was the fact that the
limitation of WSU's enrollment
number is entirely political in
question and solution. This is
due to the statute requiring
WSU, as a state institution, to
admit any graduate or an
accredited Ohio high school.
The major gripe at the meeting
concerned student apathy--a
valid complaint when the low
attendance record of these
monthly sessions · is noted.
Indifference and disinterest are
most profound in the misuse of
WSU facilities--classrooms and
cafeterias.
Dr. Golding expressed the
conditions quite bluntly by
stating: "We have a bunch of
pigs around this place." He
stressed the point that "pigs"
included faculty and staff as well
as students. The small,
underpaid custodial staff has a
double work load due to the
excessive garbage dumped in
every imaginable place.
Dr. Golding fears the buiidings
them~lves will turn into pigpens
if something is not done soon.
He feels that public pressure can
do the most good -that social
pressure by one's own peers is
the most effective measure. If
this plea for cooperation is not
answered, however, he will
resort to asking for legislation
that can control the "pig"
problem.
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In a Salute to the ·

on their

this page is sponsored by the following Fairborn merchants

'Autohaus ·

CO MPARISON PROVES OUR QUALITY

Owned & Ma na ged

DATSUN

Ba ltzer - Catala no - Stanchak

OPEN - 7 DAYS

Sales and Service

1888 COL. GLENN HWY .

4313 AIRWAY ROAD

FA I RBORN . OHIO

( NEAR SM I THV I LLE RO .)

878 -3921

DAYTON , OH I O 45431

1550 Kauffman Ave. Fairborn 878-7332

253-8154
''ACCURATE DEPENDABLE SERVICE ' '

Back Row Book Shop

SIGN UP NOW FOR
MONIQUE SEWING CLUB - AND SAVE MORE

18% W. Main St.
SKYWAY PLAZA
Second Hand, Out-of -Print
hardbound & paperbacks
(entrance at rear)
879-2131 .

1088 Kauffman Ave.

4 W . MAIN ST. • FAIRBORN , OHIO 4!5324

Mon.-Sat.10 to 9
Sunday 12 to 6

PHONE 878 - 8361

M0nique
fabricslf

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION
OF SPRINGFIELD

FINE MEN ' S CLOTH I NG

3d!Wd/Jll/, @JwJ $3/ltJ!ll,C/v .
77 J.&nttaf cAve.1153211

20 WEST MAIN STREET
PHONE 878-9811 FAIRBORN, OHIO 45324
MERCHANTS AND MECHANICS

215 - 217 W . MA I N ST.
FAIRBOR N, O HIO

JAM ES

A . Cox

876 - 5161

213 WEST MA I N ST .

879-0403

FA I RBORN, OH I O 415324

A S F HOME SUPPLY

RUBIN'S PHARMACY

2 0 9 W . MA I N
( PARK I NG

PLU M BING & ELEC T R I CAL SUPPLIES

15 East Main Street

IN

FAIRBORN, OH I O 45 324
D I ST I NCT IV E

VANITIES •

Phone 878-9801

Fairborn, Ohio

e

CAB I NETS

•

•

A P PAR E L

AND ACCESSO R I ES

POLLY
SHART I E

PANELING

.

ST.

R EA R I

·~

J OA N
MERR I LL

878-5041

t:- )
/'

MUSIC CENTER, INC.
The Music People
24 E. MAIN ST.

.

TOWN TAP

7!5 W . MAIN ST.

FA I RBORN, 0 . 4!5324

XENIA, 0 . 4!538!5

(!513) 878-4000

(!513) 372-4664

~ward's

The

Happyface Place
We're In business lo moke ~ou smile

•

~114.~IC!!!!

...,~Walm..

CHEVY·OLDS
Fairborn

OF FAIRBORN

:-1..~Jur~!t~~e ~:!~59EVENINGS

17 E Main
Fairborn, Ohio
Recreation and Food

SKYLAND MOTO RS , INC.

701 N. Bmad Street
Fairborn , Ohio 45324

PHONE 879-0991

HOAK'S GREENHOUSES & NURSERY INC.

RUDY'S BODY SHQP
EXPERT REPAIR - FOREIGN AND

0

OMESTIC

VW's A SPECIAL TY

808 So. Central Ave.

Fairborn, Ohio

1ie FAIRBORN
DE:PT. STORE

"Your Community Florist For
Over 45 Years"

10 W. MAIN

FAIRBORN, 0 45324

627 N. Broad St.

Fairborn, Ohio
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3 pool tabl.es
new addition

Sports

;
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(from March 11, 1966)

Intercollegiate sports at Wright State have gone from zero
to co mpetition with some of the real . collegiate powers,
such as Rice, Cincinnati and Miami. ·
Granted, the Guardian has oft critici~ed the priority of
the athletic budget over the years. But' in this issue, the
Guardian has decided to put politics aside, and review the
history and highlights of sports at WSU. ~<

'

prospectiv~ ·
T h e newest
contribution to the Wright Stat1~
sports program is pool. I'f the
suggestion goes through, the new
Student Center will contain two
or three brand -new pool tables.
These will be in addition to the
· now existing card tables and
metal walls for lagging quarters.

WSU searches far and wide
for nickname to replace no-name
BYRON PAUL

(from October 28, 1970)
Wright State un·iversity now
has a nickname, the "Raiders."
The local newspapers can no
longer call us the WSU
"NO-Names."
It took over two years to reach
a name that could have been
reached in two months.
Two years ago there was
an attempt made to give WSU a
nickname, but like many things,
it failed. Last winter, Sigma Tau
Epsilon fraternity set up a booth
to collect suggestions for a
nickname. Nearly 200 names
were suggested by students,
faculty and staff. Most of those
names would have made a
pocketbook
pornographic
from
disintegrate
embarrassment. Except for a few
plain boring names, the rest of
the 200 suggestions were really
dumb. Among them were the
r. WSU Salmon, the WSU Batmen
and the WStfGuppies.
~l~
Frorp, the , fraternity the

suggestions went to the Student
Senate. From the Senate, the
names were given to an
appointe(l :-:· committee made up
twenty-five students
of
representing the un iversity clubs
and organizatio ns, athletes, and
cheerleaders. Don Mohr, WSU
Athletic Director, was their
advisor. The committee set out
to eliminate all of the dumb and
objectionable names. They
wanted to avoid repeating a
name used by any local school
or any well-known college.
Names of colleges and
universities throughout the
country were studied as ideas for
a name with imagination but for
some reason the WSU Schooners
or WSU Fighting Irish did not
sound right. One name, the
Achaeans, was suggested but
most people don't know what it
,..
meant.
The committeerteliminated all
but nine riame.s which the
students would vote on. From
~
these nine: the top three wou ld

be used in a second v~te to pick
the final name. The first ·vote
was to be taken in the spring
during Student Government
elections The fina1 vote was to
be held in the fall
Due to a me~-up in the spring
elections (a common thing at
WSU), a second election had to
be held the following week. This
enabled both votes to be taken
in the spring, with the "Raiders"
winning by a fair margin.
The mascot Committee then
found themselves with a name
and a new Student Senate that
did not know what to do wich it
(also common at WSU). After
such hassle, the name was
personally presented to Dr.
Golding this fall. He was to
present it to the Board of
Trustees. Since this procedure is
not necessary, the name
"Raiders" is more or less
unofficially official. All that
remains r.ow is to pick an
emblem to go with the name.

10th Ann!vetsary Congrafi:tlatio~
··-

Before the PE building was built, the Raiders played their
':Ja sketball games at Stebbins high school.

to

the Guardian

from
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MEMBER
FEDERAL D·E P0SIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
/

Phone 878-8681
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Soccer team loses

first game to BG
(from October 3, 1967)
Player-coach Bill Archer stated
In their first game of the that although the score looked
season the Wright State hooters quite bad, there are a lot of
dropped a 10-1 decision to factors that must be considered.
Bowling Green university's Bowling Green was playing with
seasoned soccer te~m.
mostly juniors and seniors, who
The Falcons put home six have played soccer since early
goals, including four penalty childhood.
kicks, in the last half to finish
"The Wright State squad
any hopes of a Wright State consists of mostly freshmen and
victory.
sophomores who had never seen
Wright State newcomer Steve a soccer field or ball before, let
Spencer banged one into the alone played the game," he said.
nets at 18: 50 of the second
According to Bowling Green
quarter on an assist from Jim coach, the Wright State team
Sillery for the first WSU goal of was well coached in comparison
the season, and B.G. led at to many other first-year teams.
halftime 4-1.

..-.=: ...... ..

~~

ln a torrid snowstorm in December 1972 the Wright State Soccer team played its last home
game ..... .

Save

Guardian

This

Soccer kicked off
varsity sports list
by wayne wenni ng
managing editor

(from Fe bruary 26, 1973)
Soccer has been temporarily
kicked off the roster of varsity
sports at WSU.
The Athletic Council voted
Tuesday
to
"temporarily
suspend" the sport, the first
varsity sport to be established by
the University. According to
Athletic Director Don Mohr, the
action by the Athletic Council
does not require the approval of
any hightr governing body of
the University to become
effective.
The Athletic Council's action
was for only the 1973-74
academic year. According to one
council member, the situation
will be reviewed and a decision

will be made whether to renew
t he sport or to continu e the
w it hdra wa l f rom va rsity
competition
Mohr said the decision was not
a sudden one, but he and the
Athletic Council had been
studying the problems for
sometime before a decision was
reached. "We all talked it over,
threw out the problems, then
made the decision," Mohr said.
Financial
considerations,
eligibility requirements for the
players, and the moving of the
soccer field for the construction
were the main reasons for
dropping soccer, Mohr said.
Though Mohr didn't explicityly
state it,
eligibility was
apparently the key point in
maki ng the decision.

.. .and soon Archer field, where the soccer team played its home game, was dismantled.

Personal Growth Workshops
WOMEN'S AWARENESS GROUP

MALE/FEMALE: ON BEING HUMAN

Are you interested in being involved with a group of other WSU women to
discuss your role as a woman in today's society? Among the topics which we
will consider are money, power, sex, monogamy and childhood. Please
indicate preferred hours for meetings when signing up in Counseling Services.
Leader: Marcia Emanuel

.We intend to explore how our sex roles limit us and make us only partial
people . We will not press for change or eliminating sex roles completely, but
we will ask each person to discover disowned parts of self and to practice
making contact with persons rather than sex role stereotypes.
TIME: Monday 3-5 starting April 7
Leaders: Marcia Emanuel & Lee Blackwell

ENRICHMENT FOR COUPLES

A growth experience for couples, either persons who are married, or those
who are attempting to live together in a close relationship. The main objective
of the course is to recognize, discover and experience the most satisfying and
enriching elements in close relationships. Plea.se indicate preferred hours for
meetings when signing up in Counseling Services. Limit 5 couples.
Leader: Earl Zwetsch ke

VOCATIONAL/LI FE PLAN NI NG WORKSHOP

Wondering what to do with your life? We don't have the answers; but, the
Counseling Services is offering a workshop designed to provide students a
chance to formulate realistic vocational/life goals.
TIME : Thursday 3-5. Four weeks starting April 17. 17.
Leader : John Clodfelter

.GESTALT THERAPY WORKSHOP

Workshop for the weekend of April 18-20, 1975 has been filled; however,
future weekends will be held. If you are interested, please sign up now.
Leader: Lee Blackwell

~----------------------------•
I Name
I
I Address
I
I Name of
I

•
Date_ _ _ _
__

Phone_ _ _ _ __
Workshops _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

Please Return to Counseling Services, 135 Gelman

I
I
I
I
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Fogt, Walker ' 'first to score. 1000
BY DENNIS GEEHAN
staff reporter

(from January 24, 1974)

scoring 13 points and field.ing
two ~ebounds.
Raider Coach John Ross
believes that the Otterbein game
could prove critical to WSU's
continued success. "Geez," he
commented, "Otterbein beat us
pretty badly about three years
ago there and last year they took
us in overtime here. We've been
scouting them and the game'll be
interesting. I hope that we have
some Wright State support show
up there to help us out."
The game will be played at
Otterbein at 7: 30 pm Saturday
night.

WS U founded its first
superstar Monday night
def eating Cleveland State
University 69-45 on the Raider's
home court.
·
Senior Forward Bill Fogt, with
3: 22 remaining in the game
tipped in a missed shot to score
the lOOlst point of his collegiate
career and continued to score a :
total of 21 for the game.
But offense was not the focal
point for the Raiders Monday
night as Sophomore Guard Rick
· Martin's superlative defensive
play held CSU to the lowest
number of points ever scored
by Dave Stickel
against a WSU team. Martin stole
(from March 7, 1974)
the ball four times besides Senior Guard Tim Walker

scored his lOOOth collegiate
career point against Cedarville
College Saturday night in a
102-75 Wright State University
varsity basketball victory that
also boasted several new Raider
records.
Walker started the game with
horrendous shooting as he
couldn't buy a basket entering
the game eight points shy of his
goal .
"I felt good during warmups,"
Walker said, "but I was just a
little tight when the game
started."
After Walker connected on his
historic jump shot the Raiders
settled down to play good
basketball. With 8:41 on the
clock in the second half, WSU
took a commanding 82 53 lead.

Raider Sports Potpourri
(from April 16, 1973)
Diane Turnbull, a junior
education major, brought WSU
its first national championship in
anything Monday, when she
picked up that national women's
collegiate table tennis singles last
week at Bradley University in
Peoria, Ill.
Turnbull got into the national
tournament by first taking the
WSU women's title, then later
capturing Midwest collegiate
title at Eastern Michigan back in
February. She defeated a total
of nine opponents to take the
national honors and was the
undefeated player in the
women's tourney.
She used a hard paddle
throughout the course of the
tourney one of only two
women in the field to do so,
since the others used the thick,
soft rubber kind. Turnbull has
been using that paddle since she
was six years old, as testified to
by the disclosed wooden handle.
In the finals, she defeated her
opponent, Lai-Sang Young of
the University of Wisconsin,
21-15, 21-18 and 21-8. Turnbull
said in the middle game "she had
me 15-8 and then I went 10
straight" to grab the lead.
After suffering that rather
shattering experience, her
opponent's game left her,
accounting for the ease of
victory in the final game
Turnbull related.

Gym delayed
by anthony pennington
sports editor

(from January 8, 1973)
There are prohlems again on
the new gym complex.
After construction was slowed
several times last year because of
bad weather and labor disputes,
it was still felt by Robert
Marlowe, director of campus
planning, that WSU might be in
the gym for the big televised
Miami game.
But bad weather again arose in
late November and early
December, slowing such things
as roofing and sealing.
Thus the game was played in
the University of Dayton Arena
on December 15, as a large WSU
crowd showed to cheer their
team despite the blizzard that
ke.pt many motorists at home.
Now the gym will defintiely
not be ready for the Wilberforce
game on January 13 nor the Rio
Grande game on January 16.
Don Mohr, athletic director,
said that the gym could possibly

Joe Burns dies
(from March 12, 1973)
JOE BURNS, WSU's Sports
Information Director and
Special Events Coordinator, died
Wednesday morning from a
heart attack he had suffered the
previous Sunday. B~rns, ~9, w~(
s
on a Florida vacation with his
wife when he was stricken
Burns was a veteran sportswrite
in the Dayton area and served i
a number of positions at the
University of Dayton before
coming to WSU last summer.
Bum's death is the second
within a week of WSU
personnel. Dr Kenneth
Brookshire, chairman of the
pshychology department also
passed away last week while
attending a seminar in Florida.

.be ready for the Otterbein game
on Jan 16, depending on various
factors in the construction.
If it is ready, seven WSU
scheduled home games will be
played in the gym. As it stands,
WSU has not had an actual
'home' game in the eleven games
before Otterbein.

lntramurals possible
(from March 11, 1966)
A group of Wr~ght State
students have taken it upon
themselves to study the
possibility of a campus
intramural athletic program for
next fall. So far they report
cooperation with the Fairborn
Y.M.C.A. has been established.
Wright State will have access to
the Y's facilities
thus
overcoming the problem of
location since WSU does not nor
will not have for a time athletic
facilities. What remains is for the
group to organize into an official
body then present their findings
to the administration for
possible recognition. They say

With this bucket against Cleveland State on January ·21 ·,1974
Bill Fogt became the first 'player in Wright State history to
§core 1, 000 points. . Fogt, the all -time Raider scoring leader
watch 'd team mate Tim Walker score his thousandth point
a fow games later.
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Wiir the ~ real president please .stand up
9 5

2

Golding
•
resign
s

Covering the loss of WSU's first President and the finding
of it's third (we count interim prez Fred White as
the
second) filled quite a bit of space in the Guardian and made
us a few enemies. As an historical footno te the preside
nts
house cost over $250,0 00 and yes, there were
demonstrations.

BY JAN DAGLEY
Managing Editor

(from April 5, 1972)

t

I.

Kegerreis president
By.TOM SNYDER
at 0 hio University.
As.sociate Editor
According to a chronological
(from Ma y 7, 1973)
report of events issued by the
The University President's · Trustees the advisor
y search
house, empty since former committee, the Truste
es at the
President Brage Golding resigned time of the recomm
endations
. last spring, now has a new wanted to add other
names to
occupant.
the list of candidates in case one
Thursd ay , the WSU Board of of the three withdrew
his name
Truste es annou nced
the or the Trustees decided that the
appoin tment of Dr Robert J three men were not
qualified.
Kegerreis as the second president
Howe ver,
the adviso ry
of the University. Kegerreis will committee decided
against this
assume office July 1, succeeding move , and
the Trustees
Fred White who took over as subsequently intervi
ewed the
Acting
President following three candidates here in Dayton.
Golding's departure.
in add it ion , indivi dual
Annou nceme nt of the deeision members of the
Board of
came after an all-day six hour Trustees contac ted
associates of
. closed session between the the respective candid
ates to ask
Truste es and the board' s them for their opinion
s on the
advisory presidential search nominees' qualifications
.
committee.
The Trustee report to the
Last March , the commi ttee committee further stated
that
submit ted a recomm endatio n of complaints were receive
d from
three candid ate 's names to be within the University concer
ning
Trustees: Dr Richard Mill er, a feelin g
that
unequ al
associate directo r of the Illinois procedures were used
for
Board of Higher Education; Dr gathe ring
third -sour ce
Werner Baum , president of the evalu ation s of intern al
University of Rhode Island; and candid ates as opposed to
Dr
Edw ard
Pens on , external candidates.
vice-president of studen t affairs

MONEY
WON'T
GROW

The inauguration of President Kegerreis didn 't draw
a
demonstration as President Golding's had, but it did draw
a visit
from then Govenor Gilligan, who was preserved along with
the rest
of the affair on tape.

Sp iegel, Kegerreis vie
by laura kear
staff reporte r

(from January 18, 1973)
All the rules and procedures
that have been set up by the
Presidential Search Committee
(PSC) to insure absolute secrecy
have not stoppe d the flow of
rumors on campus as to which
candidates are still in the
running.
Under the rules of the PSC,
commi ttee members are not
allowed to discuss any of the
workings of the group or specific
candidates.
Campus "scuttl ebutt" has it
that the only " in-house"
candidates left in the running are
vice-p reside nts Dr Andrew
Spiegel and Dr Robert J

White na me d interim presUlent

ON A

TREE!

BY WAYNE WENNING

(from September 28, 1972)
Freder ick A White was
appoin ted as acting President of
Wright State University by the
Board of Trustees.

IT W'L L GR OW
BY SA VING WIT H

?~S~'
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

MAIN OFRCE
100 W Main, Xenia
372-7641
426- 7372

Keggereis.
Although he is not considered
a front-runner of the candidates,
recent reports say that Dr
Robert E Cecile, a former WSU
and Central State University
professor and . now Gov John
Gillig an's aid for higher
education, has submit ted his
resum e upon reques t by
members of the committee.
Since the post was vacated by
Golding, a total of 285 resumes
have been received by the
commi ttee for the presidential
position.
Acting president Frederick A
White is not a candid ate for ther
permanent post since he is
nearing retirement age.

Brage Golding, Wright State's
first and only president, his eyes
filling with tears, told the board
of trustees and a room filled
with anxious studen ts that he
will leave here in October to
assume the presidency of San
Diego State Colleg e in
California.
Golding's resignation, effective
when the fall quarter begins, was
accept ed unanimously by the
truste es. Trustee chairman
Rober t Oelman comme nded
Golding for his work, and said
he had faced a "treme ndous
challenge" when he first came
here, "for the creation of a new
university is not an easy thing in
the initial and especially critical
years.
"He has translated into reality
the dreams of this commu nity
for its own state university,"
Gelman continued, "and he has
transf ormed a neoph yte
institu tion into a stronger
university with a great future. "
At San Diego, considered one
of the more prestigious of
California's state institu tion,
Golding will replace acting
president Donald E Walker ,
considered to be too liberal for
the school's trustees' liking.
Under Walker's direction , the
24,000 student school has
becom e more "progressive,"
with black, women 's and
Chicano studies programs, as
well as other innovations. It is
expect ed that Golding was
chosen to head the college in a
more "mode rate" direction.

FAIRBORN BRANCH
S Maple at Dayton
Yellow Springs Rd
878- 9064

appoin tment that his tenure
would be just a "holdi ng action"
until a permanent replacement
for Dr Golding can be found by

the
Presid ential Searc h
Comm ittee, which was formed
after Dr Golding's resignation
was make known last spring.

Whit e ,
form erly
a
Vice-president and treasurer of
WSU, will serve as president
until a successor to former WSU
President Brage Golding, who
left the University to take a
similar position at San Diego
State, can be named .
The appoin tment of White was
announ ced by Board of Trustees
Chairman Rober t Oelman near
the end of the trustee s' meeting
the the University Center.
Gelman noted before making the
announ cemen t that all of the
University's vice-presidents had
been interviewed for the post by
the trustees before the meeting.
The acting president, who is
65 and was the first employee of
the University , noted in a short
statem ent after hearing of his

' · If you've ever been tempted to take that tum off of the back
road
marked 'private drive' this is what you 're missing. It's the preside
nt's
house, officially titled Rockafield house after a nearby
family
cemetery. Occasional students who have been there say it's
very
nice.
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A happening here, a h~ppening there
There are certain things we've done that just have to go in
somewhere so here's the place. By our reckoning Karen
Brown is still Miss WSU. She's now an officer of the alumni
association. For collectors a limited supply of the streaker
is still available in the Guardian office Sealed bids will be
accepted.

Tradition
still lingers

Karen Brown
Miss Wright State

Wright
stock
a success
By JAN DAGLEY
Assistant Editor
(from May 5, 1971)
In the great tradition of
Bethel, N.Y. , August, 1969, they
came. Depending on who you
talked to, the crowd ranged
from 4000 to 18,000 people.
They camped on the hillside, in
trailers or VW buses, or just sat
on the hill moving with the
music, huddling close to the fires
that dotted the whole area.

It was Wrightstock, the
'festival of life' sponsored by
student government. It's over
now, and it wasn't a disaster
after all. Tlthough a tent burned
down, Rick Minamyer hurt his
foot and thousands of people
almost froze, Wrightstock had
no major problems.
The idea of Wrightstock
nation, how 1ver, just didn't
come off, or if it did, Wright
Stock isn't much different from
the good ole U.S. of A. It cost
those who pid up to six dollars
to move in, not to mention the
cost of food at the concessions
(admittedly profitmaking so that
Senate would not go bankrupt.)
A nation, or even a city , it
wasn't. Maybe a suburb...
There
may
be more
Wrightstocks next year; there
may not. If Minamyer is elected ,
he promises more of the same.
Moran offers a slightly modified
model (not three days) and
neither O'Dell nor lpiotis has
mentioned the subject. The
choice is ours.

(from April 14, 1971)
Wright State University has
few real traditions. One of the
oldest of these traditions is the
annual selection of Miss Wright
State. The current Miss Wright
State is Karen Brown.
Karen is a 20-year-old junior
majoring in Psychology. She
currently carries a 3.25 grade
average. Originally from Shelby,
0 , Karen graduated from
Fairborn High School where she
was a cheerleader, a Flyerette,
and a member of the National
Honor Society. She was also a
princess during 1968 in a
pageant
at
the
Virginia
Polytechnic Institution.
Karen, who stands 5' 3", plans
to graduate from Wright State
next year. She then hopes to
enter either graduate school or a
program
for respiration
therapists at Kettering Hospital.
Miss Brown enjoys meeting
people which is the main reason
she decided to enter the Miss
Wright State contest. Karen
stated that she feels honored to
represent her school in the
community. She feels her duty
as Miss Wright State is one of
promoting Wright State.
As for any future Miss Wright
State's, the prospect is dim.
Doug Campbell, current Wright
State S.O.B. President, stated
that he "would do all he could
to prevent student government
from sponsoring any more Miss
W.S.U. contests." Many people
say that such title-holders do not
do anything, when actually no
one has ever bothered to set up a
program for Miss Wright State to
follow. In fact, most members of
student government did not even
attend the Spring Formal where
she was crowned.

Wright State
,mourns Kent
State tragedy
(from May 6, 1970)
Wright State students have
joined in a nationwide college
strike to mourn the tragedy at
Kent State.
The Student Strike Committee
stated that the strike is "to
visibly demonstrate and to
inform our student body of the
reasons for the killing of these
students and to express our
sympathy to the dead students'
families."
Black arm bands are being
worn today by students in
mourning for the four dead
students. Red bands are being
displayed
by the striking
students.

Horses fall prey to illness at WSU
BY LARUA KEAR
Managing Editor
(from November 16, 1972)
WSU's riding academy lost half
of their horses two weeks ago to
a yet undetermined cause.
Three of the club's horses died
from what Vice-president and
director of Student Affairs, 0
Edward Pollock
termed
a
"localized" illness. .
An autopsy is currently being
performed on one of the
animals.
Pollock said there are three

possibilities of what happened to
the horses.
One, "the veterinarian thinks
the cause of the deaths," said
Pollock, "had to do with the
horses'
diet
and irregular
exercise. There were long
periods of time when the horses
hadn't been ridden because of
the rainy weather."
Included in the horses diet,
said Pollock, was hay that had
been sitting in the field during
the rains and had molded.
"Normally," said Pollock, "the

sun would have dried up tne
mold and it would have been
edible, but it hasn't been wa~m
enough lately for that to
happen."
The other two possibilities
were that the horses were
poisoned either intentionally or
by natural causes.
Pollock said that county
agents came out to inspect the
pasture the horses were grazing
in and found "plants growing on
the edge of the pasture that
might be toxic."

Streakers
strike here
by Wayne Wenning
(from March 11, 1974)
Five streakers have struck
Wright State Thursday night and
Friday morning and afternoon.
A number of male dormitory
students reportedly streaked
around the dorm Thursday
night, while a number of
witnesses reported two male
streakers Friday morning circled
the Quad twice then disappeared
into Fawcett Hall. A blond, who
has been identified as a sorority
pledge, streaked d3wn the
library stairs and made her
getaway without being stopped.
A large crowd of upwards to
800 people gathered in the Quad
Friday at noon in anticipation of
a rumored streak. For almost 40
minutes the crowd waited while
the only naked bodies to be seen
were two dogs sniffing each
other. One student, noting the
mob ·scene, said, "I doubt if you
get more students out here if
you were going to have a
fornication party out on the
Green."
Finally at 12: 40, the male
streaker made his appearance.
He streaked out the back door
of Fawcett and through the
Quad and made his getaway in a
late model blue Cadillac. Just a
little later, two males streaked
through the lower level of the
University Center.
Campus security then set up
roadblocks at the sideroad
between the UC and the Quad to
catch any
more streakers
redhanded (or red anything
else).

ABORTION
The Finest Medical
Care Available
FUU. COST $140
Dayton Area Information
I m mediate appointments
for your care, and comfort at
your convenience.
Call Tell Free
1-800-438-3710 9 am-10 pm

This streaker pie appeared on the front page of the May 9, 1974
Guardian, and created a furor that neither the Guardian or the WSU
student body has completely recovered from.

.
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Lakeland Comm. College
Frank Wakefield
Van Kidwell &
Hot Mud Family
Friday Mar. 21 8pm
$5.00 door
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Doctor's Bag-our f!lOSt popular feature
Since its first appearance in the fall of 1970, the Doctor's
Bag has been the Guardian's most popular feature. The
theory around the office is that the surest way to rouse the
campus populace against us is to stop carrying it. Here are
our favorite selections from the last five years.

that when I get an erection I
have a definite left curve in my
penis. How can I get rid of the
curve? It works OK, butitlooks
like hell.

offensive to most people, such
sexual practices are thought to
be not uncommon.

Fiery defecation

disease
result
masturbation?

from

[A] No, no. A thousand times
no!

(Q] Is there any truth to_ the
[A] I have always been quite
A stimulating question
rumor that it is possible to ignite
understanding of problems
intestinal gas with a match? If
{Q] Does sexual stimulation
about the size, shape and
so,
what chemical reactions affect the growth of breasts? My
function of sexual organs, these
would cause this phenomenon? breasts were small until seven
being highly valued parts of our
A friend and I have a sizeable months ago when I began my
anatomy.
But sometimes,
· wager riding on this matter and first sexual encounter. Aboµt
solutions to problems are so
decided you would be the three months ago my boyfriend
obvious it surprises me that they
definite authority. We were and I noticed the increase of my
are not apparent to others.
afraid of experimenting on breast size. Actually I have
For the next few months, try
ourselves for fear of bodily grown to a C cup from the A
the following: Have her lay flat
injury.
cup I have worn several years. I
on her back and raise her left
[A] Every once in a while I am almost 20 years old.
leg. Straddle her right leg and
wonder if writing this column
[A]
Fortunately
or
roll onto your stomach in a
had had an affect on my unfortunately, depending on
counter clockwise direction. If
professional reputation
The your point of view, sexual
the curve you report is
confidence that you express in stimulation does not affect the
secondary to this not unusual
me offers little reassurance. The growth of breasts. Nor does it
position in sexual intercourse, it
gas you refer to has the medical affect the growth of penis s,
should correct itself. Once it
name of flatus, which has at incidentally. Increasing from a A
corrects itself, alternating left
least a good a sound to it as the cup to a C cup in three months
and right approaches should
more frequently used vernacular is an interesting observation
keep everything in the mid line.
term. The composition of this which prompts me to make
If the curve does not correct
gas is primarily carbon dioxide, several inferences. I assume you
itself and your penis still works
although generous amounts of would have been kind enough to
well, ignore the lack of
Varicose penis
[ Q) I have an overly sensitive
hydrogen,
methane and let me know if you gained 20 to
symmetry.
[ Q] Do I have a varicose penis. 1 get an erection by just
hydrogen . sulfide are also 30 lbs during this period of time,
penis? I am uncircumcised and thinking the wrong though ts or
present. The latter three so I will eliminate simple obesity
on the underside of my foreskin looking at a picture of a nude Large feet-large penis?
substances are ignitable. Blue as a possibility.
there is an enlarged blue vein girl, no matter where I am. All I
and yellow flames are possible. I
[ Qj Would you please settle
Since you have been having
which causes some discomfort. have to do is hold hands with something for a couple of girls? have seen a demonstration of sexual intercourse
I hope you
Do support hose come that small my girlfriend and up it goes. It's We have heard that a young man this but cannot recommend and your boyfriend
have been
or will this go away?
very embarrassing.
with exceptionally large feet also experimentation because of the sensible enough to use
[A] Veins on the penis and
Is there any thing I can do has a large penis. Also, there is a obvious dangers. It is probably contraception. If you began to
scrotum look
particularly about it? Do female hormones th.ick neck-large organ theory.
against some dormitory rule take the birth control pill about
prominent in part because they help?
Will you tell us if there is any anyway.
the time your breasts started to
are superficial, the skin that
[A] This is a complex truth in these statements as we
For the true doubters, I refer increase in size., it would explain
__ £_ove)'s _tpem is ~hin, and both psychophysiologic question. The have been foot and neck you to Emile Zola's novel , much
of what you describe.
organs are non-muscular and problem is not that your watching quite a bit lately!
"Earth" ("La Terre").
Some women ex perience more
dependent (hang down) allowing thinking the "wrong thoughts"
[A] Men with exceptionally
breast enlargement with the pill
the pooling of blood in these but that you think the thoughts large feet have great difficulty in Drunken sperm
than others. On the other hand,
veins.
you have are wrong. Part of the buying shoes. Aside from that,
[Q) I have recently been told if you have not been using birth
I am hard pressed to think of nature of "wrong thoughts" is no definite statement can be that pregnancy could be control, it just might be that you
what kind of discomfort this that they have a persistent and made about any other physical prevented by getting the sperm are three months pregnant as
prominent vein on the bottom compelling quality. It is or behavioral problems and/or drunk before intercourse. The breasts enlarge during
of your penis is causing, but I perfectly normal to be sexually attributes they may have Thick drunk sperm supposedly are pregnancy. In any case the
suspect that it wouldn't be aroused by arousing thoughts or necks do not correlate with unable to find their way to the dramatic increase you describe is
bothering you if you didn't pictures.
penis size either. In fact, erect egg. Is the alcohol level in the not unusual and if it continues I
know it was there. The penis is
Some men are much more penis size seems quite blood stream being high would suggest a visit to a
among the simpler organs of the sensitive to psycological and
independent of body size. An sufficient to cause sperm physician.
body with few moving parts and physical stimulation than others ·unerect penis is not a good intoxication, or must some other
Yes, we have
little to go wrong with it. The and younger men are much more measure of the size of the erect method be used.
vast majority of problems sensitive than older men. The organ as the small ones get much
lA] From time to time ,
no bananas
associated with this organ are situation you describe does have larger while the large ones tend people have accused me of
[ Q} When I get an erection my
due to its connections to the the potential
for being to increase much less in size. making up the questions that
head. To help that end of the embarrassing even though While I am on the subject, I may appear in this column. Let mt penis does not go straight out
but has a curoe to it. Actually, it
system, I would suggest that you normal, and it is something that as well point out again that large reassure you all, in my wildest
takes
the shape of a banana. I
see a physician just to be has been experienced by the penises have nothing to do with dreams I could not think up
hqve
noticed no other
reassured.
majority o~ men. In fact; there superior sexual performance. questions like this one.
peculiarities
about my penis
Incidentally
are
many
what
men
Sometimes
do
who
you
would
do
it's
be
even
hard to
Swallowed sperm
although
I
am
sure there is
happy to exchange their lack of when you see someone with think up answers. Sperm are
[ Q] My boy friend and I have
something
wrong
with
me.
responsiveness for
single-celled hemi-organisms who
your large feet or a thick neck'?
chosen not to engage in sexual
[A] Most penises curve this
have no brains · and whose
over-responsiveness.
intercourse for a number of
function is strictly governed by way or that way a little bit. The
Female hormones would help,
Sheep dip
reasons. For one thing, we but
the biologic environment majority of penises have a slight
their use for such a purpose
believe that abstinence is the
{Q)
Please
settle
an
argument
surrounding them and the place upward curve to them and your
would border on madness. I
best form of birth control suggest
my
roommate
and
I
are
having.
where they are dep9sited. To the banana analogy is appropriate;
a couple of things: do'n't
available.
hold hands with your girlfriend He claims that man first best of my knowledge, these there is nothing wrong. I receive
We were wondering if a
in public and , if you are still contracted venereal disease from guided missiles are only alm~st as many question about
woman could become pregnant hung
up about "wrong sheep, which sailors used for indirectly affected by the the shape of penises as I do
if sperm was swallowed? We thoughts"
get a hold of a their enjoyment during long, alcohol intake of the person who about the size of penises. In this
have heard a number of
materialistic age, it is reassuring
competent, understanding womanless voyages. However, I launches them.
conflicting answers as (1) Yes, if professional
to
know that some people are
refuse
to
believe
that
anyone
While a small amount of
with whom you can
.sperm is transferred from the
discuss your concerns. I suspect could get that horny. Can he alcohol tends to decrease concerned about esthetics.
digestive tract somehow, (2)
inhibitions, large amounts of.
that becoming more at ease possibly be right?
absolutely no, (3) yes, if a living
[A] About the veneral disease, alcohol resulting in intoxication
about sexual matters would help
Address letters to Dr Arnold
sperm is [Xlssed from the body
he's wrong. About getting "that often decreases the ability to
decrease the over-excitability.
Werner, Box 974, East Lansing,
and remains near the vaginal
horny" he's right. The word for perform sexually. More cases of
MI 48823
opening and swims upward and Curved penis hellish
sexual contacts betwen humans impotence are related to alcohol
fertilizes an egg. Please set us
[Q) My mate and I have been and animals is sodomy (which intoxication than
any other
straight.
having sex in a different can also refer to certain sexual single cause.
[A] I find your letter position. She lies on her back practices among humans). Sheep
absolutely offensive. In this day and raises her right leg. I then inevitably seem to be mentioned
and age of the objective test, I straddle her left leg and roll onto when this practice is discussed. Very negative answer
have succeeded in writing only my stomach.. This seems to have This is probably related to size,
[ Q]
Can too frequent
essay answers to questions I worked very well for the past six availability and the loneliness of masturbation lead to any
receive, and you have the nerve months. But I have now noticed being a shepherd. While physical disorders? Can venereal

Death-eternal erection? ·
Q: I've got a question no one

to send me something that you

expect me to answer in multiple
seems to be able to answer.
choice format. Very well, block
When a male dies, does rigor in the space between the lines
mortis affect the penis, or does under number two
it still remain pliable? (Written
You are right, abstinence is the
by a woman)
best form of birth control
A: Just as life is not a available and oral sexual contact
perpetual erection, neither is is a perfectly harmless form of
death. Rigor mortis is a sexual activity. Some people
stiffening of the muscles which find the idea upsetting and there
occurs after death, when the · seems to be a cultural bias
protein of the individual muscle against this sort of thing.
cells becomes altered and loses
Aside from its pregnancy
the contractile properties it held producing capabilities, semen is
in life.
not an especially remarkable
The penis, :you may be sorry substance, being basically a
to hear, is not a muscle. It is bland fluid. There are no cases
primarily a
a cular (blood of poisoning or masculinization
containing) organ which erects from injection and contrary to
it elf through a system of clever myth, mandrake roots don't
valves which allows more blood grow where it trikes the ground.
to flow in than flows out.
In death, it shrivels.
Overactive erection

